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ALBUQITEKQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY "AFTERNOON, JANUARY 28, 1902

VOLUME 16

eral public ai 13 for long sessions and
$1 for short sessions. Adopted.
Consideration of the bill to establish
a department of commerce was resumed. An amendment providing that a
department of labor should not be
made a part of the proposed new department was rejected. An amendment
providing that the name should be the
department of commerce ' and labor

BOER LOSSES.

Transvaal a Scene of
Bloody Strife- -

waa pdopicd.

By a vcte of G to 52 the census bureau was lctnincd In the new depart
ment. The till ther passed.
A resolution introduced by Lodge au
thorizing the committee on the Philip
pines to make investigation of the
Philippine question was adopted.

PEACE

rights of capital, and acknowledges
the propriety of protecting the vested
rights and the wisdom of encouraging
large enterprises, which are largely
fostered by railroads, but remeinliers
that U is from the state resources that
the railroads and other interests gather thelr.great wealth and power, and
the people should therefore have some
voice in the way wealth and power is
acquired.

FWOSHS.

Dutch Urging Peace on
England.

nl

Mr

NUMBER 57

s

.

Favorable Report on the

Irrigation

Bill.

twenty years, and yet. If the walk
should be built around them. It would
only be a question of a few years before their roots would crowd the walk
up and break it.
On South Second stieet the same
difficulty was experienced and solved
by placing the walk out of the way of
the trees. Why wouldn't the same
scheme work in the present case?
PROGRESSIVE

SPECIAL MEETING.

HIGH FIVE.

Feature at Party Given by
Severely Cold Weather in Lake Was theMiss
The Elks Will Consider Matters on
Bessie Thomas.
Thursday Night.
Miss Bessie Thomas gave a charmLouisville, Kentucky.
Regions.
the Navy.
The Elks will hold a special meeting
ing neighborhood party at her home
Thursday night of this week, to conon North Fifth street last n'ght in
sider certain propositions up before Heavy Lumber Loss by a West Vir- honor of her friend. Miss Carter, of
Congress
Discussing
Reciprocity
Two Michigan Hotels Burning From
Progressive high five was
the lodge last Saturday night, and It Is
Madrid.
Pacific Cable.
hoped that the special meeting will be
played at two tables, the game lasting
Washington, D. C, Jan. 28. By a
Treaty With Cuban Republic.
ginia Freshet.
a Boiler Explosion.
attended by a full membership.
four tallies.
vote of 8 to 7 the house committee on
"We are not ready," said Secretary
Harry Welller secured the gentlecommerce today decided In favor of
Medler, "as 1 stated several days ago
man's prize, a silver smoking set, and
TWO MEN HANGED IN P.NNSYLVANIA.
government construction, operation
TOWN BURNED IN IOWA.
BOSTON WOOL MARKET.
when asked about the building of a
Miss Ida McCune the lady's, a china
and maintenance of a Pacific cable and
cup and saucer, and a sterling silver
home for the Elks, to divulge the plans
ordered a favorable report on the bill
spoon.
OOOOOOQQOOQOOOOOOwO
London, Jan. 28. The government mapped out for such an enterprise,
of Representative Corliss, of Michigan.
O
0
A. J. Balfour, announced to the but the matter, no doubt, will be fully
After the scoring delightful refreshleader,
Washington. D. C. Jan. 28. O ments were served at the tables.
London, Jan. 28. A long dis- - 0
Closed the Doors.
house of commons today that no over- discussed at the special meeting on O
patch from Lord Kitchener gives 0
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 28. United tures for peace had been received from Thursday night. The committee, It Is ,0 The senate committee on public O
Both vocal and instrumental music
0 the details of military operations 0 Mine Workers closed the doors today any one authorized to speak In behalf true, was around yesterday and looked O lands today unanimously ordered- O was enjoyed. Those present were:
0 since January 21, indicative of 0 against newspaper men so that discus- of the Boers. A communication was, at several rites for such a building as $ a favorable report on tne irrlga- O Misses Ida McCune, Hayes and Mamie
0 continued activity on the part of 0 sion of the report of their scale com- however, received on Saturda last contemplated, but to say that the Elks O tion bill recently agreed upon by O Carter; Messrs. Sam Pickard, Dr. Almembers of the O ger, Herry Welller and Lee Mitchell.
0 the Boers. Genera! Methuen's 0 mittee would not be made public.
from the Dutch government, which will put through the scheme I would O the senators and semi-aristates. 0
0 Yeomanry got in trouble near Rie- - 0
I again O uouse from the
violating
a
be
now
and
confidence
is
consideration.
under
Nebraska Fire.
O Senator Berry reserved the right O
The postoffice will close tomorrow,
0 toloi, western Transvaal, and lost 0 Crab Orchard,
request
on
as
to
be
said
In
a
British
that
the
communication
the
little
Neb., Jan. 28 Part
O to offer amendments.
O McKInley memorial day, at noon. The
0 eight men killed; five wounded 0 of Crab Orcahrd was
spegovernment
Bubject
possible
as
government,
Dutch
the
until
after
the
destroyed by fire
O carriers will make the morning delivO
made prisoners.
0
0 and forty-on- e
suggests that it might be permitted to cial meeting."
ery of mail.
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
0 The week's Boer losses were 0 last night. IvOBhps estimated at $50,000. act as a sort of diplomatic agent for
men killed, twenty 0
0 thirty-on- e
the Boer delegates. The government
OFFICIAL
MATTERS.
COLD
WEATHER.
322 made prisoners and 0
IMPORTANT MEETING.
0 wounded,
INAUGURAL EXERCISES.
expressly disavows any attempt at insurrendered.
0
0 fifty-thre- e
Slight Moderation In Temperature at
tervention, and does not mention any
0
"
Chicago and Vicinity.
terms.
Appointed-Ne- w
Post
At Commercial Club to Discuss Ex
Chicago, Jan. 28. At daylight the General Committee in Charge An
The British government infers that Notary Public
it would not be approached unless the masters 'Judge Baker Takes Oath. temperature here was 4 degrees below
ADMIRAL SCHLEY.
hibit to Charleston Exposition,
zero. The cold wave in the'northwest
nounce Arrangements.
Dutch authorities were convinced that
has moderated n.atei'iaily, the temper
the Boer delegates now in Europe are
He Will Be Given Reception by People
willing to accept the cardinal points TERRITORIAL SUPREME COURT. ature ranging from zero to 4 below.
of Louisville.
EVERYBODY INVITED TO ATTEND,
JEFFERSONIAN SIMPLICITY.
Chicago, Jan. 28. Admiral Schley
The Coal Teamsters' union decided
of the British peace terms so frequent
- v
i
ly announced In parliament..
that its members should cart no coal
left Chicago today after a three days'
The territory of New Mexico is about
viBlt. For twenty minutes before the
to buildings where gas was used durLord Lahsdowne, foreign secretary,
NOTARY PUBLIC APPOINTED.
down on making an exhibit at replied In friendly terms to the proA meeting was held on Saturday afttrain started the admiral was held In a to fall
Acting
Governor
W. Raynolds ap- ing the summer months.
J.
ernoon of the general committee havlevee on the rear plat the great Charleston exposition, which posal, but instituted inquiries In order pointed Rodolfo Otero, of San Rafael,
Heavy Loss.
ing in charge the reception and inaugform of his car. He goes to Iouisville, is now in progress and will'contlnue to ascertain the extent of powers dele- Yanencia county, a notary public.
Huntington, W. Va., Jan. 28. Half uration exercises of Governor Otero,
"whera elaborate arrangements have till July. The space for a fine exhibit gate 1 to Kruger and other Boer reprea million dollars worth of timber was says the New Mexican. The commithas been secured in the main building. sentatives In Europe to act In behalf
NEW MEXICO POSTMASTERS.
been made for his enterttainment.
The Hyde Exploring expedition gener- of thi burghers in the field. If satisJ. K. Hunt Ijas been appointed post- swept out of the Guyandotte river to- tee substituted A. Staab for Levi A.
ously agree to bear the larger part of factory ;tiarautees in this respect can master at Cimarron, Colfax county, day, by the breaking of booms.
Hughes, who was called out of town,
CUBAN RECIPROCITY.
the expense. The railroads agree to be secured, negotiations will be begun. and M. E. Van Housen at Monero, Rio
on the finance committee. A citizens'
Fire In Iowa.
Hcuse Committee Hearing Delegations transport the exhibits free. The mine
of ten was appointed to co-Arr'ba r .Uy.
Do Moines, Iowa, tan. 18. Fire de committee
Regarding the Treaty.
ADMIRAL KIMBERLY.
owners of the territory have contril-utef operate v'VA the grnerai commit
as
RIppey,
of
portion
stroyed
business
the
"Washington, D. C, Jan. 28. Cuban
samples of their ores, and every
TOOK VHE OATH OP OFFICE.
MaJ. R. J.
well
as
a
floor
committee.
reciprocity hearings were resumed to- thing has been done toward getting the The Gallant Old Sailor Dies From
Judge Lenjnmin S. Baker, associate this morning. The loss was $50,000.
Palen and Jose D. Sena were appointHeart Disease.
day, liefore the ways and means com- territory well represented except u
Justice of the territorial supreme court,
ed to Introduce visitors at the recepMARKETS.
TELEGRAPHIC
Secre28.
D.
Washington,
C, Jan.
mittee, with delegations representing small amount of cash to put the exhibit
toow the oath of office before Acting
tion.
Clarence Pierce and Horace
tary lxng received a telegram an- Governor J. W. Raynolds.
the beet sugar Industry of Colorado, in shape at Charleston.
Chicago Live Stock.
appointed ushers on the
were
'
Otero
Admiral Lewis A.
Chicago, III., Jan. 28. Cattle Re- first floor of the Palace hotel, and
and a number of Cuban planters in atThe whole cost of the exhibit. Includ nouncing that Rear
N.,
at
died
S.
U.
retired,
Kimberly,
ceipts, 5,000 head; market steady; Tomas Delgado and Eduardo Otero on
TERRITORIAL FUNDS.
tendance. F. M. Carey, of Colorado, ing the curio exhibit of the Hyde Ex
spoke of the development of the beet ploring expedition, is Intimated at $2,- - West Newton, Mass., this morning.
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn god to prime steers, $6.6O7.20; poor the second floor. The general commitsugar Industry In Colorado and Its 000. Three-fourth- s
of this the Hyde Kimberly was selected for service on received from Henry Lutx, collector of to medium, $4 6; stoekers and feed- tee will meet Governor and Mrs. Otero
bright prospects, fl not endangered by company offer to bear. This leaves the the Schley court of inquiry, but was Lincoln county, $951.24 of 19ul taxes, ers, $2.254.50; cows, $1.25 5; heif- on Wednesday evening at the depot
Cuban concessions. The present move- small sum of $500 cost to the people of compelled to decline on account of ill and from Jose Y. Armijo, collector of ers. $2.506 5.50; canners, $1.252.30; with the regimental band. The comment, he said, was only another chap- the territory for exhibiting the re- health. Heart trouble Is stated as the Guadalupe county, $1,801.89 of 1901 bulls, $2.5O4.50; calves. $2.50 6.25; mittee with Adjt. Gen. W. II. White--,
Texas fed steers, $45.75.
ter of inevitable conflict between the sources of New Mexico at a big lair for caus- of death. Kimberly entered the taxes.
man will meet the governor in his
Sheep Receipts, 22,000 head; sheep office at the capltol on Thursday afterdomestic sugar producers of this coun- five months, and includes the expense navy in 1846.
TERRITORIAL SUPREME COURT. steady; lambs weak; good to choice noon at 1:45 o'clock end will escort
try and the American Refining com- of a man at Charleston to look after
HOTELS BURNING.
Yesterday for the first time in many wethers, $4.3u5; fair to choice mixed him to the supreme court room, where
pany, the latter seeking to crush the and explain the exhibit, distribution of
former. The bubble which had been literature, etc. This city should sub Big Fire in Michigan From a Boiler mcnths the full bench of Judges was $3.754.50; western sheep, $45.20; the oath will lie administered by Chief
in attendance at the territorial su- native lambs. $3.50 5.90; western Justice W. J. Mills, in the presence of
pricked, he said, was that the Cuban scribe this sum and get the exhibit in
Explosion.
preme court.
The arrival of Judge lambs, $55.80.
was suffering from starvation.
place. To this end a meeting will be
Mount Clemens, Mich., Jan. 28.
the whole bench. The reception will
Representative Hopkins, of Illinois, held this evening at the Commercial Shortly after noon today the boiler of i: njamin S. Baker necessitated a
take place in the evening of Thursday
Stock.
City
Live
Kansas
questioned the witness whether any club, at 8 o'clock, to devise ways and the Original bath house exploded and change in the scaling of the liench.
next week at the Palace hotel, from 8
Kansas City, Kan., Jan. 28. Cattle to
concessions to Cuba would Injure the means to raise this sum of money for fire followed. The hotels Avery and Judgcb McFle and Baker sit on the
9
The inaugural ball will
Receipts, C.OOO head; market steady; open o'clock.
beet sugar Industry. Carey declared use of the Charleston exposition .com- Agnew are now burning, and probably right of Chief Justice Mills and Judges
at 9 o'clock. No admission fee
and
steers,
Texas
$1.856.5u;
native
R. W. D. will be entirely destroyed.
that injury In such cases was inevit- mission of this territory.
Far as Parker and McMillan on the left.
will be charged to the ball and tho citiCase No. 940, Cleofes Romero, appel- Indian steers, $45.35; Texas cows, zens of New Mexico are invited to both
able.
Bryan Is the local member of this com- known no one was hurt. The loss is
lee, vs. Fannie Coleman et al., appel- $2.504.25, native cows and heifers, the reception and the ball. The aim
Hopkins expressed the belief that re- mission, and is doing good work, hav- $31)0.000.
stoekers and feeders, $3.25 of the committee has been to make
duction could be made cf a certain per- ing received a fine mireral and agriLater The first reports of the fire lants, from San Miguel county, was $2.755.25;
4.C5; bulls. $2.504.50; calves, $4
centage without destroying the leet cultural collection, which is teady for were exaggerated. The Original bath submitted on briefs.
the inaugural ceremonies an affair of
In case No. 935, Telesfor E. Caron 6.35.
sugar industry.
simplicity.
An orchestra
shipment.
house was practically destroyed. The
Sheep Receipts, 2,500 head; market Jeffersonlan
et al., appellants, vs. the Old Reliable
Representatives Dalzell and Orover
Messrs. Benham and Wetherell, of hotels Avery and Agnew were saved.
of six pieces will furiUBh the music
lambs,
$5.50
muttons,
steady;
said that injury to domestic producers the Hyde Exploring expedition, will bo
ball and the regimental band
The loss in the Mount Clemens fire Gold Mining company et al.. appellees, 6; western lambs, $15;
$4.25 4.80; ewes, $1 for the
from Santa Fe county, the attorney for
had been shown by this and other wit- present this evening at the Commer- Is $50,0O).
will play at the reception.
4.50.
the appellees today made his argunesses.
cial club meeting and Mr. Benham will
Wool.
ment,
attorney
appellants
Boston
for
the
the
General Funston.
territo
this
importance
explain the
Chicago Grain.
Boston, Jan. 28. Wool market this Albert L. Teele, Esq., of Denver, havTWO MEN HANGED.
Kansas City, Jan. 28. General Funtory of being well repiesented at the
28.
Jan.,
Chicago,
III..
Wheat
Jan.
week is fairly active. The supply of ing made his argument last Wednes
ston arrived here today from San
exposition.
May, 774c
Two Pennsylvania Murderer Die on Charleston
territory wool has become considera- day.
Francisco. He appeared to be in good
57?J,c; May,
Jan.,
Corn
the Scaffold.
bly reduced, and Indications are that
LOCAL
INTEREST.
OF
health.
41
May,
Oats
Jan..
Pa.,
28.
Harrisburg,
Jan.
Weston
Fire at Cedar Hill.
the old clip will be cleaned up before
42c.
M. Helper and Henry Jtowe were
O. N.Marron, mayor of Albuquerque, the new clip is available. Prices for
Hill,
Richard Hendricks, of Cedar
RIGHT FROM THE FRONT.
Pork Jan., $15.42; May, $15.67i.
hanged today in the presence of l.Ouo is in Santa Fe today on legal business. territory wool are firmer with fine me- met with a serious loss this week in
May,
Jan.,
iMrd
persons for the murder of Charles W.
$!.174;
$.32Vc The Extension Will Be Completed in
Judge Daniel H. McMillan returned dium quoted on scoured basis at 43
the burning of a portion of his resiRibs Jan., $8.12; May, $8.35.
Ryan. The house tops and telegraph last evening from a visit to Albuquer- 45c; fine, 47(0 4'Jc; with choice lots at dence. Fire caught 'from the smoke
About Two Weeks.
poles In the vicinity of the jail were que.
M. Pfeiffer, who for the past three
L.
house in which the owner had been
5c.
St Louis Wool.
crowded with people eager to witness
surUnited States Attorney W. B. Chil-der- s
curing some meat. The blaze was disSt. Louis, Mo.. Jan. 28. Wool-Ste- ady; months has been employed with a
the execution. Ryan was cashier of
Gen. Wheaton Permitted to Growl.
veying gang, doing work on the Rock
arrived on the noon train from
night,
11 o'clock Friday
covered
about
medium,
territory
western
and
the Halifax National bank, and was Albuquerque.
Washington. D. C, Jan. 28. The and with the assistance of Messrs.
Island extension, was a passenger on
1618c; fine. 12 17c; coarse, ll16c. No.
killed on March 13 last, when resist
22 this v morning, bound for DenJacob Loebs, of Albuquerque, presi- war department is not disposed to take Shidler I'.nd Southard, who were sleeping attempted robbery of the hank.
ver.
dent of the Southwestern Brewing any action respecting General Wheat-on'- ing on the premises, the fire was final,
New York Money.
utterances, being satisfied that he ly controlled. The kitchen and smoke
company, spent yesterday in the capMr. Pfeiffer stated that It will be two
New York, Jan. 28. Money on call
THE SENATE.
did not criticise the United States sen- house were totally destroyed with all at
ital.
per cent. Silver,
weeks before trains will run from SanIt is thought
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Clancy, of ate or its committees.
ta Rosa to El Paso, as the steel for the
Included a winSeveral Important Bills Discussed,
arose from their contents, which
misapprehension
New Ycrk Metal.
the
that
Albuquerque,
capital
in
arrived
the
bridge over the Pecos, which is about
Adopted and Rejected.
provisions,
ter's
supply
furniture
of
New York. Jan. 28. Copper Firmer a mile south of Santa Rosa, has not
the general's Statement in a dispatch and kitchen equipment. Mr. Hendricks
Washington. D. C, Jan. 28. The yesterday, Mr. Clancy having several attributing
to
other
such
Steady
criticisms
!at
at
Lead
$1.10.
ll'ic.
arrived yet.
Philippine tariff bill was taken up. cases before the territorial supreme persons than Wheaton.
estimates the total loss at about
He also said that Santa Rosa is
ISacon, of Georgia, offered a Joint reso- court.
with no insurance. This is the
CEMENT WALKS.
Miss Anita Armljo, of Albuquerque,
'about the-- taughist piaco he ever saw;
lution containing that portion of the
second visitation of misfortune that
GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE.
has come to "Dick" within the last What to Ca With the Cottonwcod that the city boasts of seventeen sa
bill relative to shipping in the Philip- cousin of George W. Armljo, and who
loons, and all the tough characters of
Trees cn the Waifs.
pines, ard wanted it passed immediate- will be one of the bridesmaids at the Gov. Orman of Colorado Makes Several year, as his ditch washed out last
Good Suggestions.
The city council has ordered a ce- the southwest are flocking there. The
ly, stylus that it was really the. urgent Armijo Manderflebl wedding, arrived
spring and almost prevented him from
Denver, Colo., Jan. 2. Governor Or- making a crop. He has the sympathy ment walk laid on West Railroad ave- Santa Rosa Townsite company began
portion of the bill. The minority, he yesterday noon, and is a guest at the
man transmitted his message to the of the people generally In his loss.
nue and ihe contraets are being let. It sellingiots the other day and have reouhl make no objection to the Sanitarium.
said,
Mrs. Solomon Luna arrived from Los legislature today. He recommends Du- Aztec Index.
is to lie ten feet wide in front of lots served certain
blocks for saloons.
resolution and it could pass the house
Lunas on Saturday evening and is the re enactment of the revenue bill which
with building on and eight feet In The deeds for lots read in such a manand become a law at once.
front of vacant lots. The work was ner as to make them void, if saloons
Lodge seated that he saw no reason guest of her parents, on. and Mrs. M.; corporations attacked in the courts,
Postmaster Appointed.
R. Otero. She will remain in Santa Fe with an additional provision for the
Washington, D. C, Jan. 2S. The to have leen finished by the 2J of Feb- are built on the lots not otherwise
why the bill should be passed in peace-meaassessment of mining property, wheth- president today sent the following ruary, but on account of the cold specified, and by so doing they hope
ISacon insisted that the sena- until afttr the
er producing or
Edwin weather will rot begin i.ntil some time to rid the city of it many objectionnomination to the senate:
tors should have opportunity to exam- wedding.
The governor suggests additional Price, postmaster, Grand Junction, in the latter part of the month.
ProbateC'ei k Manuel Delgado today
ine the u i c i ts of the Taft commission.
able resorts ami characters.
The question that now predominates
He said the resolution was offered In recorded the following mining deeds: protection for miners; advises the pas- Colo.
The construction of the new road
V. Chaves, ad- sage of a measure that will insure the
in the mini's of the property owners has been kept back because of the
Kood laith in order to give the senators George W. Wright to
is: "What to do with the lari;e cottou-- I short water supply.
Colorado Legislature.
opportunity to prepare to discuss other ministrator of the estate of H L. War-- j Louisiana purchase committee approDenver, Colo., Jan. 2S. The effort wood trees." The city nginj-r
found
ren. one fourth interest ir. the Black priation, devotes a paragraph to enfeature:; c f the bill.
The only wells of any importance
was (that quite a numUr of them were on along the line are at Mariano, near
Hawk mining lode in the New Platers croachment of railroads of the coun- to defeat Speaker Montgomery
I! con, cf Georgia, offered a resolumembers the curb and some few would be clear the Gallinas mountains.
tion l roviding that the committee on mining district, and George W. Wright try upon the rights of the people, and abandoned after thirty-fivprinting lonsider the exiiediency of Ui G. L. Brooks and W. S. St riskier, the danger to the commonwealth if the had pledged themselves in caucus to in the walk. It would be a pity to
the cut dowr these large stately trees that ' Deming water makes the finest beer
Interest In the Black Hawk evil Is not curbed by prudent legisla- support him. The house
edition of the Conprinting a
have given tine shade during the past and brwers know it.
tive action. The governor concedes the old officers.
gressional Record for sale to the gen- - mining lode. New Mexican.
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ALL PERIODICALS

EASTERN PAPERS
STATIONERY, Etc

SCHOOL BOOKS

Send us your orders for the New Year.

O. A.
aM W. Railroad Ave

MATSCN

&

CO.,

Albuquerque, New Mex

Q

EXHIBIT.

this territory
make an exhibit at the great
Charleston exposition. Mr. Benham, of
the Hyde Exploring expedition, who
has just returned from Charleston,
The Citizen that he secured 143
feet of space in the main exhibition
hall for New Mexico, and that his company hail agreed to send an exhibit
worth $23,000, but that everything was
blocked because it would cost $500 to
prrpr.re platforms and cases for mineral and other exhibits. Yesterday the
superintendent of the exposition wired.
inquiring when the New Mexico mineral exhibit would be shipped. Mr.
was compelled to answer that he
did not know. This territory has an
exce llent commission to the Charleston exposition, but they have no funds
whatever with which to make an
For lack of

OFFICE SUPPLIES

$500

SALE OF;

111

1

BRIOOS&Co.

Pure Drugs, Toilet Articles, Trtisscs, Rubber Supplies,

Tlie

--

.lTraxcid.

UPl-ccr-

r

1

0,037-j- o

f

Corner Gold Avenue and First Street.

The national irrigation policy is not
public aid to private enterprise, nor is
it a movement in the Interest of the
weste rn farmer as against the eastern.
It is one of the greatest general development schemes ever proposed in any
country, and besides affording homes
to millions of people it would Etimulate

of certain persons In Washington. 1 the farming, manufacturing and comhave not considered it. and the sooner mercial Interest of the east for the
the subject is dropped the better. 1 next generation.
HUGHES & McCKEIGHT, Publishers need not repeat here that there Is to bono postponement."
Robinson, of Indiana, Is trying to
Editor
Thos. hughes
have abolished the thirty days' "sick
W. T. McCrelght, Mgr. and City Ed.
REFORMING THE INDIANS.
leave" now allowed to government emIn a circular letter to agents. Com- ployes in Washington in addition to
Publisheu Daily and Weekly.
missioner
Affairs Jones has their regular thirty dnys of vacation
in a manne. revoked the order against leave. He estimates that the governthe members of that race, wearing foot ment le)ses $3,000,000 worth of time anball hair and bedaubing their features nually on this account.
Associated Press afternoon dispatches with paint. By doing this
there has
Largest City and County Circulation been a show
of wisdom which is not
JOHN GILBERT IN JAIL.
The Largest New Mexico Circulation likely
to result clcleteriously to civiliLargest Northern Arizona Circulation
zation.
Mail Carrier Charged With Being ImCopies of this paper may be found
The principal oh.'eet aimed at, by
plicated in Counterfeiting Job.
on file at Wasnington in the office of those who brought into enactment a
Another arrest has been made in
our special correspondent. E. O.
rule forbidding the use of such embel- connection with the recent counterfeit
918 F street, N. W., Washington,
lishments as paint and long hair, no ing Job in this city. Charles La Salle,
D. C.
doubt, was to secure the best results a deputy United State3 secret service
New Mexico demands Statehood from the $27,f.oo.o:ii whieh U::cle Sam man, who has been in ;he city several
Congress.
expends annually fr.r the education days, lart evening placed under arrest
from the
and permanent civilization of Indian John Ciilbeit, a lmy about 16 years of
Terms of Subscription:
youth. And that point Is understood to age, and the prisoner Is now in the
$ 00
Oallv, by mail, onf yen
co'inty jail. Yourg Gilbert Is a son of
3 (10 be in foice in connection with the inPally, by mull, six months
1 60 structions whic'.i have been issued by Isaac Gilbert, one of the men arrested
Pnlly. by mail, throe niomns
W
y mall, one month
Pally,
that those In last Sunday by Marshal Dallison, and
75 Commissioner Jones,
Pally, by carrier, one month
charge of Ind.ant on the reservations who was taken to Denver with John
2
Weeklv, by mail, per year
flZKX will be delivered shall ceo to it
THE DA11.1
every possible effort Scott and Wesley Reedy, all three of
tn the c,.y at the low rate of 2H rents per shnll lie madethat prevent
to
them from whom are held on the charge of makmonth,
when
or for 7i cents per
week,
no 1.1 r.i fi.il I. ir Th an i t . . art la. en th:in ' resuming the customs of life of their ing spurious coin. John Gilbert has
those of any other dally paper in the savage ancestors. But in the case of been cpirying the mail between Cat-skiterritory.
and Martinsen, another man carthe ilankot" tribes it wouK lie an- El Paso cleared $4,0oo by Its mid- proacnirg the impossible to try to en- rying it from the last named place to
force fully such an order. The best Trinidad. Mr. La Salle got the boy up
winter carnival.
way fs to bring into the proposition towards Catskill. Other arrests may
the moral suasion idea, for the sake follow. Trinidad Chronicle-News- .
proscity
enjoy
This
will
wonderful
only of the coming generations. If it
perity during the coming ear.
New Century Comfort.
must lie, let the old buck wear paint,
to
are dally finding a world of
Millions
braiding
hair
length
the
the
and
thousMontana has sold a hundred
in Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It
toga
comfort
symbolical
palmier
days
of
for
and horses to the British agents for
him; but for the gcod of those who kills pain from burns, scalds, cuts,
shipment to South Africa.
are to come in later kt it be limited bruises; conquers ulcers and fever
sores; cures eruptions, salt rheum,
to that class alone.
boils and felons; removes corns and
El Paso is a lively city. Since Janwarts. Best pile cure on earth. Only
uary 1, 1902. the police there have
LIQUOR
WORLD'S
DRINKING.
25c at all drug stores.
made more than 400 arrests.
The Chicago Tribune gives some stao
of liquor drinking for four lead- ALBUQUERQUE & JEMEZ SPRINGS
Kentucky has joined the list of states tistics
STAGE.
favoring the election of United States ing nations the English, German,
and United States. During l?o(
Leaves from Trimble's stables every
senators by direct vote of the people. ' French
the drink consumption for the United Tuesday and Saturday at 5 o'clock
States is said to have been 147 gallons a. m. Only line with a change of stock
The democratic congressional
per ten of population, that of the en route through in a day. Bath house
has pledged support to statehood United Kingdom
that of open all the year. Fine winter resort.
for Arizona, Oklahoma and New Mex Germany 309 and 332 gallons,
Tickets for sale by W. L. i'nmble &
that of France 337.
ico.
J. B. BLOCK, Prop.
If the statistics are complete which Co., Albuquerque.
o
Is very doubtful, Eince nothing is more
Have you been there? If
The United States mint at Denver
than to get accurate figures on not,Demlng!
you should get there for the big
reports the receipt, during 1901, from difficult
3iich a subject the people of the sale of lots
on the 17th of this month.
Arizona mines, of $371,178.48 gold, and United
States drink less than half the
$G.(jG2.75 silver.
alcohol that the people of England
Wanted
and Europe drink. It is to be consid
Information as to whereabouts of
The Chicago professor's discovery of ered, however, that the climate here Eugenlo
Trujillo. a young man 20
the secret of endless life comes too admonishes Americans to temperance. years of age. Left Albuquerque about
late to bo of any practical benefit to The American peoplj, probably owing eighteen months since for California
the American populist.
to climatic Influences, are the most to work in sugar factory. Address
neivous in the we rid and the most ac- Victoriano Trujillo, Albuquerque, New
If the democratic weekly paper in tive and energetic and can stand less Mexico.
this city would devote itself to trying li(,uor than the slower going people of
to help democrats instead of using all Europe, when Americans d ink they
in
World"
Its space trying to injure republicans. are likely to drink stronger beverage's
It might do much better.
than either the English
Germans,
not to speak of the French, who run to
TLe quadrennial family row in the light wines. It is noted by the Tribune
republican party in this territory is that beer forms 90 per cent, of the
happily ended, and the party will reor- total consumption.
ganize, get together and put up a solid
front at the fall election.
LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
It must be about time for some of
Navajo Indians refused to approach the prosperous western railroads to
nearer than fifty yards to an auto- think about building their own locomomobile in the Grand canyon. And yet. tives. The mechanical departments of
says the Los Angeles Express, it is vaiious eastern railroads are turning
claimed that the red man does not fear their attention In that direction. One
death.
ot these is the Canadian Pacific, which,
it is announced has completed arrangeTomorrow memorial (services will be ments for building immense locomoheld all over the country in honor of tive and car works in Montreal. It is
the late President McKinley. All the said that 7,000 men will be employed,
cities and villages in New Mexico will and 350 acres of land has been ac- Is a long way ahead,
but probably a
hold services in mcmoiy of the mar- quired for the site. The company al- few
who
this advertisement hold
tyred president.
ready has locomotive works in that contracts read
with the society which will
city, but they are entirely insufficient not
terminate
until the twenty-firs- t
The Prospect, a first class mining to meet the needs of the system. It
paper at Preseott, Ariz., has issued a has also a number of car shops at century.
assured will have ceased nv.
special edition describing the mines of various points, but all these are to be IngThe
premiums lontr before then, but It
Yavapai county.
Tom Shultz is the concentrated at Montreal.
It is pro- may be that the society will still be
publisher and he is a hustler in print- posed that every engine and car needpaying the instalments, or annuity, to
ing and mining.
ed by the road will in future be built
the
beneficiaries.
This fact should be
in its own shops,
a powerful argument in favor of conThe war of the revolution ended
servatism, safety and strength in the
more than 118 ye ars ao. yet there are
DOCTRINES OF CARNEGIE.
management of a life assurance coma few pensioners t till left. The amount
Andrew Carnegie dispensing wealth pany. The Equitable is the strongest
paid to them is a trille. but they
with one hand and chunks of political life company in the world. Its po'icies
as showing the survival of economy with the other is a spectacle
are the government bonds of life asthe soldiers' widows.
which edifies and warms the heart.
surance.
It requires a reference to memoranda
Send for information regarding a
The Hyde Exploring expedition is to
track of the Carnegie benefac-tlcns- . Continuous Instalment Policy, which
making arrangements to make a fine
for they cannot be recalled off- provides
exhibit of Indian relics and curios at hand. Mr. Carnegie is furnishing s'me beneficiaryforforan annual income to the
life.
the St. Louis world's fair.
Their of the most important news items of
Navajo and Pueblo Indian exhibits will the day and many of them miiy be forbe attractive, and will draw immense gotten with other ephemeral matters.
crowds.
But it should not he thus with his deliverances upon ethics and political
NO POSTPONEMENT.
economy. Great truths should not be
President Francis, of the Louisiana p.lloued to perish, and this from Mr.
Purchase exposition, is hack in St. Carnegie will bear repetition:
Ixiuis, and says to a reporter regarding
"The best of w ealth is not v. hat it
the postponement of the fair: "I ex- dots for its owner, bnt what it enables
Of the United States.
plained fully to representatives of the him to do for others. And let me tell
Associated Press that I had been un- you there Is nothing in money beyond
WALTER N. PARKHURST
fairly quoted on that matter.
The having a competence, i.othing but the
General Manager,
question of postponement was entirely satisfaction of being able to help
New Mexico and Arizona Department,
the result of too much zeal on the part
Albuquerque; N. M.
Slg-ger-
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TWO THOUSAND PIECES

S

All Samples and No Two Alike. Qualities and Prices Amazingly Attractive. It is a Sale which Offers You
Advantages Not to' be Duplicated
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LEON B. STERN 220

Railroad Ave f
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MARRIAGE IN HIGH LIFE.

THE

THE WEDDING.
The marriage bells rang loud and long,
And this is what they said:
There's nothing baked on earth can
beat
The New England's Pure White
Bread.

i

Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE

THE HONEYMOON.
They billed and cooed from morn till
night.
And in a Pullman sped.
They lived on love and ever ate
The New England's Pure White

3

-

Capital

$100,000

Bread.

ll

Strongest

f
fc

5

Chest Protectors and Druggists' Sundries.
Prescriptions filled with care and accuracy.

et

UPWARDS OF:

Ben-ha-

B H

g

LIFE'S STERN REALITY.
The honeymoon was over
And their oven wouldn't bake,
The staff of life and sweetmeats
No better than the cake
The husband fussed and fretted,
'Cause e wanted to be fed '
And his wife ran to South Second
street
For New England Pure White Dread.
MORAL.
Young ladles, ere you're married
To Tom or Dick or Ned,
Don't paralyze your sweet-heart- s
With your white (?) bread;
And when you have signed the

OFFICERS

g
X

M. S. OTERO,

W. S. STRICKLER,

S

con-

sing of San Francisco,
Or Denver's dusty town.
You may move in Old St. Louis,
Or hold Chicago town,
New York may a figure
In Philadelphia wake,
Hut you've got to hit Albuquerque
For New England Bakery Bread.
Automatic 'Phone 55G, opp. Postofflce.
Arrival and Departure of Mails.
MAILS ARRIVE.

and
From the west

Distributed
From the south
Distributed

10:40
12:30
12:30
8:05
9:00
7:10
7:50

President
Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier

WM. MclNTOSH

8 J. U

BALDRIDGE

DEPOSITORY

g

SOLOMON LUNA

8

FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY

S

A. M. BLACKWELL

Whitney

a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

Company

WHOLESALE

SHELF

AND

HEAVY

DEALERS IN

HARDWARE

WAGON WOOD WORK, IRON PIPE FITTINGS, BRASS GOODS and
GENERAL STEAM AND WATER SUPPLIES.
MANUFACTURERS OF GALVANIZED
CORNICE
AND SHEET
METAL GOODS.
WRITE TO US FOR PRICES.
SANITARY' PLUMBERS, STEAM AND GAS FITTERS.
South First St.

:xxxxdcxxxxxxxxxxxxxxooc

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

(

MAILS CLOSE.

For the north and east
and
For the west
For the south

11:00 p.m.
7:10 a.m.
10:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
Mail for Las Vegas. East Las Vegas
and Santa Fe closes at 6 p. m.
Carrici s collect mail from boxes at

Your Business
is Judged by Your Stationery

5 p. rn.

Carriers leave postofflce at 8 a. m.
and 3: 30 p. m.
Sunday Hours
General Delivery
and carriers' windows open from 10 to
11 a. m.
General delivery window open daily
except Sunday from 8 a. m. to C p. m.
It. W. HOPKINS, P. M.
DON'T.
DON'T dispute with a woman when
she says the Economist goods are the
only ones to buy. Because she knows
what she's talking about.
DON'T argue with her when she

says the Economist prices are
She talks like a sensible woman who knows what's what.
DON'T try to excuse yourself for
going to some other store instead of
the Kit .omlst. You know that you
can of vr no reuson that can be sufficient for passing tiie store where the
best and cheapest go together.
your w ife to meet you
DON'T
pleasantly if you've gone to some
other store than the Economist, when
she expri'ssly told you to go nowhere
else. Don't do these things if you expect to live long and keep your hair on.

If your Stationery is Smutty and
Blurred, Poorly Printed on Poor Stock,
your correspondents size you up ac;
cordingly : : :

::::::

THE ALBUOliFRQUE

o

In Mexican drawn work we are
Fhowing a big assortment.
Albert

Faber,

305

Stock

o

Lump coal is what you get at the
Clarkvillu yard. It does not clinker.

Phone your orders.

JOHN S. HEAVEN, Prop.
o
In Deming you can buy lots for $100
which will pay you H0 per cent, in less

than twelve months.
Short lengths of carpets, ranging
from one to twenty yards, at half cost.
Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.

CITIZEN

::::::::

Try Us with Your Next Order
oooooocxxxDCxxooocxxxxxra

All Money Looks Alike to Us

Railroad avenue.
The Best

NUT

Does the Best Printing in this part of
the Territory, because they have the
Best Equipped Plant, Employ the
Best Workmen, and Use the Best

money-saver-

TPrFT

g
8
g

W. A. MAXWELL

You may

east... 11: 00

V. P., and

oocooooococ

tract.
If these lines be rightly read,
You'll always go to Xydias
For New England Bread.

From the north and
and
Distributed

AND DIRECTORS

ONE PRICE TO ALL; TERMS TO
CONFORM TO YOUR CIRCUMSTANCES. HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE OF
EVERY DESCRIPTION.

FUTRELLE&CO.
CORNER

SECOND STREET
COAL AVENUE.

AND
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STOCK NOTES

crushed. The victim's pockets were
SEVEN TO ONE
found turned Inside out and other evi
dence was found that he had been
Sometimes the weight cocs
robbed. The trainmen having no specific orders left the body lie where Up that way when
taking Scott's
they found It and it is still lying along
Emulsion.
Seven pounds ot
side of the track, according to an El
Paso newspaper.
new, healthy

Now For Bargains!
Real Genuine Bargains

All railroads entering Kansas City on our streets for the use of the pubflesh from a one
will enforce the rule of two cars or no lic. For his suurrey he has a safe,
A TOUGH GANG.
pass, to shippers.
pleasant horse which can be obtained
pound bottle of Scott's EmulE. A. Clayton, of Roswell, got in a by all desiring. Mr. Wardwell recog- Hold Up the Ranch of J. E. Johnson sion is
on record.
INVENTORY,
AND
ON THE FIRST OF FEBRUARY WE TAKE
car of fine looking Jersey and Short- nizes that this town ia now on the road
and Search the House.
get
to
proposes
greatness
to
and
future
horn cows from Kansas City.
Scott's
Emulsion
by Oscar Bell, who
brings
THAN THE THOUSAND AND
are
CASH
Wc
INVOICE
informed
WOULD
RATHER
Is well acquainted with the fact that a everything to
J. D. Walker, of Carlsbad, shipped a in on the ground floor. Demlng
ONE ARTICLES WrHICH ACCUMULATE IN A YEAR'S BUSINESS.
its aid ; good apcar of goat3 from there, Tuesday, confew days ago, four masked men visited
signed to the Kansas City market.
the ranch of James E. Johnson, in this petite, strong digestion, rich
SIERRA COUNTY CRIME.
county, and made Inquiry for Mr. John- blood, new
George Dirkett, of Reece, Kan., got
body strength, and
$5 per cwt. for 138-Ih- .
yearling ewes at At the Result of a Drunk, a Native son, Mr. Howry and Eugene Logan, but
Killed.
above
and
all
gentlemen
at
of
the
Shot
Wat
finding
these
neither
power fo get all
ago.
the Kansas City market one week
notified last Fri- homo, rode away after searching the
was
SheTiff
Robins
thoroughbred
will
The
stock exhibit
Binueva had house. It Is said that Johnscn, Logan the good out of ordinary feed.
be a drawing card for those who con- day morning that Albino
seven miles and Howry have recently been very
placers,
at
killed
the
been
For those who arc in need
template attending the cattlemen's
OUR WRAPPER BUSINESS THIS YEAR HAS BEEN THE MOST
common rumor it persistent In their efforts to apprehend
From
here.
from
month
next
Wichita.
at
convention
seems that Binueva, Miguel Castillo and bring to justice some cattle rust- of more flesh there is nothing
SATISFACTORY IN OUR HISTORY, BUT HAVING OVER BOUGHT
Fritz Brlnck will ship from Roswell and Patricio Valencia had been drink- lers In their vicinity, who seem to fear
better.
folks
Thin
it!
try
OURSELVES
WE STILL HAVE AN IMMENSE STOCK ON HAND,
Knollin
A.
more
J.
of the
thirteen cars
d
ing at Bullard's place Thursday even- neither God nor man. and It is
We'll lend yon a little to try, if you like.
& Co. wethers coming twos for their ing and left for Andrews between 9
FOR ONE WEEK.
AND
WILL
OFFER
of
to be some of these or some
feart (tract, New York,
feed yards at Nickerson, Kan., in a and 10 o'clock, all very intoxicated. their friends, who tnade this visit to SCOTT & BO WN E,
few days.
Shortly after they left five shots were Mr. Johnson's rrnch. Mrs. Johnson Rio Arriba cpunty. whliher they had
S. E. Townsend sold to J. P. Seay, of fired In quick succession.
In the morn- thinks siie recognized at least one of gone to arrest J. W. Rhodes and C. D.
bull calves at $25 ing Pedro Ribera discovered the dead the parties.
Kent, twenty-fivHoward, of Kansas, who are Indicted
around, and to R. L. Underwood, ranch body or mnueva in tne road some
We deplore such acts of lawlessness
CONSISTING OF ONE HUNDRED AND TEN WRAPPERS THAT
stealing cattle, and for whom a reing in New Mexico, five bull calves. All three or four hundred yards from Bul- and hope the time will ?oon arrive for
of $200 was offered. When they
SOLD AS HIGH AS $1.75, FOR
from the figure 2 herd and sold at $25 lard's place. Upon notification. Sher when we shall hear of them no more. ward
arrived at Mariano they found that the
around.
iff Robins and Constable Tafoya went If the maskers had found those whom suu8pected patties were not the parD. C. Taylor & Son, who own thou- out and arreBted Castillo and Valen they were seeking, we wonder if they
ties sought.
sands of acres of land near Silver City, cia. They had a preliminary hearing wouldn't hive wanted somebody to
which Is used exclusively as ail Angora before Judge Warren, who bound the help them undiscover them. Clayton
Died of Paralysis.
goat ranch, exhibited at the El Paso former over without bail and the lat Enterprise.
Robert Alexander, ased 76 years,
carnival a fine herd of these goats se- ter in the sum of $200 to appear before
died here of paralysis. F. B. Alexan"SLABSIDES."
lected for exhibition only.
der, son of the deceased, took the rethe next grand Jury. Castillo has a
Fred Schermeyer, of Eddy county, hard name among the Mexicans, while Letter From John Burroughs Com mains to Burnett, Texas, for interWRAPPERS.
COMPRISES TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FIVment. Robert Alexander was at one
sold to a Mr. Ludlow, of Kansas City, Valencia has a good reputation, with
menting Upon a House on the
THEIR SELLING PRICE RANGES FROM $2 TO $2.50. TAKE YOUR
Burman
of
prominent
a
business
time
1,000 fine Angora goats, his entire the exception of his getting Intoxicat
South Side.
PICK. FOR
flock, at about $2 a head. They were ed occasionally. Castillo is a young
John Burroughs, the well known nett, and was at the time of his death
driven to El Paso for shipment to Mr. man about 25 yeara old and his con poet and author, has a home built of a stockholder in the Burnett First NaLudlow's ranch in the Rio Grande val- finement in jail for the serious charge slabs of bark from forest trees and tional bank. He came here some time
against him does not seem to depress which he has dubbed "Slabsldes." Hon ago In search of health and has resided
ley.
his usual gay spirits. Just what the E. F. Hobert'o home In Santa Fe Is with his son and daughter, F. B. Alex
7D
of
the
John T. McElroy owner
ranch, sixty miles south, was at Mid- coroner's jury found we have not been also built of slabs. Recently a picture ander and Mrs. Robert Haney. White
land to meet K. C. Wiley, a represen- able to learn. However, it Is reported of Mr. Hobert'B home was sent to Mr, Oaks Elg'.e.
tative of the Abilene Cottonseed Oil that the deceased had three bullet Burroughs by a relative and In reply
Cure for Depleted Pocketiookt.
mills, who accompanied Mr. McElroy holes in him, two in the head and one Mr. Burroughs wrote from West Park
Buy your clothing and furnishing
to the ranch. Probably a large steer in the breast. It is also reported that N. Y., as follows: "Dear Sister: The goods at our green tag sale and you
after the shooting Castillo proceeded photo of your friend's 'Slabsldes' came will have money left. Simon Stern,
deal will result.
the pockets of the dead man, safely. I did not suppose there were the Railroad avenue clothier.
Chittim & Parie and J. M. Chittim, to rifle
upon
finding but one dollar put it slabs enough in New Mexico to make a
but
12,000
head
of San Antonio have sold
Deming, the coming city of New
would not take it. Bi- bower. This sems a very prety one,
of mixed cattle to Albert P. Rachel, of back, saying he
Mexico.
good
reputation
off
a
had
mine,
nueva
and
but
had
quite
takes the shine
It
Kansas City, paying $13 per head.
Mrs. Albright, the Artist,
These cattle will form a part of a 20 a good ranch on the Rio Grande near mine boasts of a celery patch and
000 head that Mr. Rachel will ship to Worden's place. He came to town a fine spring, neither of which I fancy is again In her studio, 113 North Third
day or two before his death with a are to be had in your country. Thank street. Parties who wish fine work in
his Indian Territory pasture.
(Incorporated)
load of grain. He leaves a wife and you and your friends for the picture." artistic photography, should call and
Ths Cresswelt Cattle company several children. His remains were Mr. Burroughs
In leave their orders, as she may leave
February
spend
will
which bought the C. A. Bar ranch,
for Europe In me near futuure.
to his home, for burial. Hills- - Jamaica.
southwest of Roswell last year, has taken
o
Advocate.
boro
Deming Is the great mining center
i
leased 500,000 acres of land in Canada,
til'"
Finds Way to Live Long.
II llULLUniJU
i
i
adjoining their range in Montana Remarkable Cure of Croup A Little
The startling announcement of a dis- of the southwest.
Is
life
lengthen
covery
will
surely
along the Canadian line and will put
that
Boy's Life Saved.
FOR SALE.
Wool,
made by Editor O. H. Downey, of
20,000 head of cattle on the tract.
240 acres, well Improved,
of
A
ranch
I have a few words to say regarding
he
to
wish
Ind.
"I
state"
It writes, "that Dr. King's New Discov- two windmills and tanks, and fine lrri
J. R. Hincs purchased a nice little Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
We handle
luinch of cattle from Mr. Davis, of Abi- saved my little boy's life and I feel ery for consumption Is the most infal- gating ditch run through place. Terms
I
easy. Address this office, or postotllce
K. C. Baking Powder,
lene and took them out to his ranch that I cannot praise it enough.
I have ever known
remedy
lible
that
Inval- box 177, city,
on Toyah creek. Ren has been "traf bought a bottle of it from A. E. Steere
Navajo Blankets,
coughs,
grippe.
or
colds
It's
for
o
and when I got uable to people with weak lung. Havticking and trading" considerably the of Goodwin, S. D.,
..nfll.'jil "&J
Curtice Canned Goods,
Economize by trading at the Econ
poor
baby
could
It
with
hard
home
the
past year and Is now something of a ly breathe. 1 gave the medicine as ing this wonderful medicine no one omist.
H t ill! f
Colorado Lard and Meats.
Irr.
need dread pneumonia or consumption.
stockman himself. Pecos Times.
mini
directed every ten minutes until he Ii's relief Is Instant and cure Certain."
water
of
Deming
has an abundance
It is a pleasure to note from the El 'threw up and then I thought sure All druggists guarantee every 50c and for irrigating
vineyards, orchards, or
Houses at
Paso papers that our old friend and he was going to choke to death. We $1 and give trial bottles free.
gardens.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAS
phlegm
of
his
pull
out
to
the
fellow townsman, F. Divers, simply had
A
I am FEARS INDIANS AND WILD BEASTS
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-IETswept things at El Paso this week in mouth In greatI long strings.
got that hot
not
positive
had
If
that
says
Mid
N. M.
exhibits,
the
the Shorthorn
of cough medicine, my boy would A Man Wants to Know Whether It
land Register. He took three first tie
not be on earth today. Joel Demont,
Safe to Be Alone In New Mexico.
prizes right along, and his cattle were Iowa. For sale by all druggists.
A Brooklyn, N. Y., man writes the
in
the
short
of
center
admiration
the
o
"1
A Little Book of Great Importance Bureau of Immigration as follows:
horn classes.
at Buffalo exposition and obtained
wa3
can
you
a
Do
for
book
wish
that
ever
of
Hamilton,
the
H. W.
foreman
be relied upon to answer correctly all one of your pamphlets on the mines of
Slaughter ranch, sold twenty
.
New Mexico. On that subject it is
old high grade Prather, from Tur iittle questions and knotty problems quite attractive and complete, but it
quoise at El Paso, for $75 a head. The that present themselves day by day
unanswered se viral questions I
Slaughter farm took four prizes and book that will quickly decide all argu leaves
to
ask: Are there any roads In
desire
1902
World
got $1,500 for young bulls sold. No ments on all subjects? Ine
Mexico?
New
What is the monthly
wonder the manager, George M Almanac and Encyclopedia, which is temperature? Wbat is the rainfall? Is
book.
of
exactly
now
kind
ready,
is
this
Slaughter, and Foreman Hamilton are
the country infested with bad men?
Wo are organizing an excursion to Florida, to leave
and causes thick, glossy hair to sup
"very well Batiafied" with the result It takes the same position in the world Are prices of goods high? Are there
of facts and figures as does the diction many
plant the former thin.brittlegro wth.
of the trip to El Paso.
peaceable
De nver, 10 . in., Tuesday, January 28.
they
are
and
Indians
R. V. Johnston sold to J. D. Horten ary In the world of words.
Mewbro'm Horpictdo
one man be safe In prospecting
Hound trip rate, Denver to Jacksonville, $G7.50.
This little volume contains over GOO Would
stein, one bull, John Scott, calved
performs ita work on the principle,
some
animals
wild
Are
alone?
there
" Destroy the cause, you remove the
1 let
April 22, 1808. at Midland, Texas, sire pages of well printed agate type; every I mean dangerous ones? Do me the
urn limit, June 1, 15)02.
effect," and consequently it reaches
Prosperity ltith, G1C58. dam Ella Wood line containing some fact that you will favor to reply."
y
Tlie
excursion will Ik; personally conducted and afmicrobe,
and kills off the ever-busson, lor $125. Mr. Johnson also traded sooner or later want to look at.
The writer received a piompt reply.
scalp
responsible
for
occupy
all
a
which
is
World
should
Almanac
The
a full blood bull to Mr. Hortenstelu
fords an unequalled opportunity of escaping the disand by this time undoubtedly is In
diseases. It thus makes dandruff
for another Orphan, 4 years old May prominent place in every progressive formed that New Mexico is as safe a
of a Colorado winter and enjoying, in their
comforts
impossible,
and
falling
Lair
and
18, 1S02. Mr. Johnston has for sale American household. The 1902 edition country to be In as the state of Newpromotes a luxuriant growth of hair
soft skies and luilmy air of the sunny south.
place,
the
forany
complete
more
is
of
the
that
on
now
feed.
22 high grade bulls
York.
soon becomes the pride of the
that
many
ones.
on
mer
Uooklet
contains
facts
It
giving full information given on request.
year old this spring, sired by John
owner. Even on bald spots it soon
subjects that have recently been
Child Worth Millions.
Scott, the head of his herd.
produces hair as thick and luxuriant
"My child is worth millions to me,"
brought
the public notice and which
as anyone could wish for.
H. P. Hobson, who recently began every up to date person should have says Mrs. Mary Bird, of Harrlsburg
On botti will fonriiK that It ! tha
e
stor-anbutchering beef, placing it in cold
only hair restorer that really realurea.
Pa., "yet I would have lost her by
at his fingers' tips.
at the Diamond Ice factory and
For Sale by all FlrsTcUss Drug Stores.
Among the features of the 1902 Al- croup had I not purchased a bottle of
Office
One Minute Cough Cure." One Minute
wholesaling it to the trade, is building manac are:
Cough Cure is sure cure for coughs
up a good business, says the Roswell
millionaires
of the United States croup and throat and lung troubles
The
G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,
Register. He sold five beeves the first
Notice for Publication.
a list giving the names of nearly
An absolutely safe cough cure which
week, ten last week and will probably
5904.)
5328
No.
youngest
who possess over
(Homestead
child
Entry
Americans
and
immediately.
DENVER.
The
acts
pell fifteen this week. On Monday he
The great American trusts; can take it with entire safety. The Department of the Interior, Land
II
II
went up the Pecos river to Frank full particulars of 1 03 leading indus- little ones like the taste and remem
Offlce at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 2,
Divers' ranch after the remaining fifty trial organizations. Organized labor; ber how often it helped them. Every
head of fine beeves he bought of Mr. enlarged
Notice Is hereuy given that the folloshould have a "bottle of One
statistics of the strength of family
At this wing-named
MinuteCough Cure handy.
settler has fllea notice
Divers last fall, the purchase heing labor unions and
9
91
the present condition season especially it may lie needed of his intention to make final proof in
eighty head. He is now feeding over of the labor movement.
NicarThe
suddenly.
For sale by J. 11. O Rielly suport of his claim, and that said proof
loo head on his farm eight miles south-cas- t agua
Residence, Automatic Thone 299
canal and the
will be mane before the Probate Clerk Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
and U. II. ttriggs & Co.
of town and will place the fifty
No. 115.
Telephone
Dell
Albuquerque,
County,
of
Progress
at
treaties
with
o
Bernalillo
Great
Britain.
head w ith them.
JUDGE BAKER.
New Mexico, on February in, VM'l,
of aerial navigation in 1901. Complete
viz.: Gregorio Apodaca y Candelaria
J. J. Williams, foreman for J. M. United States census. Anarchist staDaugherty, went as far as Monahans tistics of the United States and Eu- He Is Now at Santa Fe Attending Su- fur the SV4 of NW'i Sec. 24, SEV4
preme Court.
NE'i Sec. 23, T. !i N., U. 4 10., and
with Mr. Daugherty Thursday as the rope, etc, etc., to the extent of over
Judge Benjamin S. Baker arrived NIC'4 of SEV4 of Sec. 23. and NW,4
latter was on his way to receive the 1,0(10 topics.
Is a SV,i Sec. 24. T. 9 N. R. 4 E.
Hall ranch and cattle located in El
The 1902 World Almanac and Ency- last evening from Omaha and
He names the following w itnesses to
rewill
He
guest
hotel.
at
the
Palace
Paso county, fifty miles south of Carls- clopedia is on sale by all newsdealers
prove his continuous residence upon
or
days
ten
In
for
Mexico
New
main
bad and near the foot of the Guadalupe throughout the country for 23 cents.
ami cultivation oj said land, viz.:
mountains, lately purchased by Mr. When ordered by mail Pc extra for two weeks and will then return to
Adolph Harsch. of Albuquerque, N.
Daugherty at $125,ooii. It is a magnifi- postage must be enclosed to The Omaha to settle up his affairs in that M.: Francisco Apodaca y Molina, of
city before returning to New Mexico Albuquerque , N. M . : Franc Isco Griego
cent property consisting of 3no sec- World, New York.
w!th Mrs. Baker, to live at Albuquer-- ! 0f Albuquerque. N. .
Rafae l Apodaca
tions of land and 6,nm cattle. Mr.
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
que. Judge Baker assures the New y Nuanes. of Albuquerque, N. M.
Daugherty this week purchased a fifth
AN INSTANCE OF BRUTALITY.
MANUEL R. urt.RO, uegister.
Mexican that everyone of his appoin- interest in the p.lack Mountain Cattie
adjoining the Hall ranch, Man Run Over by Train Is Robbed and tees to his court will be citizens of
company,
-New
Body Left to Coyotes.
which is also one of the late big deals
& CO.
Juan Gutierrez was killed by a
of west Texas. In speaking of cattle
Capt. W. E. Dame, the new clerk of Second street,
between Railroad and
conditions and future prospects. Mr. Southern Pacific train near Strauss, this judicial distric t, arrived in the city
Copper avenue
Dauuherty was very hopeful. Midland Dona Ana county, and then robbed by
night from Santa Fe, and called at
last
Register.
nine of his companions.
The men The Citizen office this morning.
He Horses and Mules bought and exchangwere walking a'ong the railroad track stated
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
say whether
not
could
he
that
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
"Sandy" Wardwell at Deming.
toward El Paso. They heard a South- Judge Baker would come In the city
Transfer Stables
On Wednesday last, L. C. Wardwell, ern Pacific freight train in back of tonight, or attend the supreme court BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY Iron and Brass Casting; 0:e, Coal and Lumher Cars; Shaftings, Pulleyi,
late of Albuquerque. N. M., arrived in tiieni and stepped off the track to let during the week, coming down to the
Grade wars. Babbit Metal ; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Detnin with a fine wagonette and a the train pasr. One of them concluded city Friday night. Mr. Dame thought,
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
beplenty
get
surrey
of
and
of to
to the other side
the track
new jump seat
however, that the judge would reSIDE RAILROAD TRACK, ALHUQUERQl E. N. M.
.FOUNDRY
good horses to work in the vehicles. fore the train passed and succeeded, main at Santa Fe until Friday and
IN SAN MARCIAL
WHEN
Albuwas
followed
him
who
Gutierrez,
in
old
but
is
an
timer
Wardwell
Mr.
would reach Albuquerque that
STOP AT
querque and many of our cit'zens were struck and killed. The tra'n made no
well acquainted with him in that city stop to pick up the mangled r mains.
Not the Men Wanted.
he having run a hack there upon the The crew of the freight train that folONLY SECOND CLASS HOUSE
Sheriff Marcelino Garcia and Sheriff IN TOWN
streets for many years. Mr. Wardwell lowed, however, made a stop and excoi.ies to Deming to remain perma- amined the body, finding that both legs J. B. Gano, of Medicine Iodge, Kansas,
Props
Helm &
nently, and will place his wagonette had been broken and the body terribly returned to Santa Fe from Mariano,

We Start in With Two R using
Wrapper Specials

bup-pose-

LOT ONE

e

99 CENTS
LOT TWO

$1.45

ROSENWALD BROS.

Gross. Biackwell &Cq
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Hides, Pelts

Chu-rubusc-

"A

Excursion
to Florida

Relieves Dandruff
Immediately

-

Ticket

1039 17th St.
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w L Trimble

COnHERClAL

CLUB BUILDING.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Woiks

The Wigwam Saloon
Story.

Subscribe for The Citizen
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moft favorably received at this gathering of notables, which was compos(Market quotations and review fur- ed of senators, representatives and of
nished by W. P. Metcalf, No. fe Crom- leading bankers, lawyers and merwell Mock, received over the private chants of' the national capital.
& Bryan, Chicago.
MARKET QUOTATIONS.

IF YOU ARE LOOKING
FOR A SNAP

Fverything on this counter It marked down to actual cost.
We are alto telling a fine Imported,

China Dinner Set
Jts's a Beauty

OOOOOOOCOCODOOOCOOOCO

STUHGES' EUROPEAN'.
Wett
Terrell 1). laugh. F. A. Fletcher,
Next to First National Bank.
Chicago:
J. Woods, St. Louis: E.
New & Second Hand Furniture K. Stock, John
Santa Fe; W. E. Dame,
Stoves and. Household Goods.
A. W.
Las Vegas; C. C.
Cbeeny. Znncsville, Ohio; O. L. Zittlo.
He. airing a Specialty.
Denver; W. E. Hulse, Las Vegas; D.
Furniture stored and packed for Stern, Mrs. C. Stern, Allegan. Mich.;
Highest prices paid for Oirle 11. Scott. l'aris. 111.; William M.
shlrment.
second-hanhousehold goods.
Smith. Edith D. Smith, Scllna, Ohio;
IX J. Clements, city; G. L. I'fiindstein,
Trinidad; J. C. Uoss. EI Pnso; J. M.
MeLeish, Chicago; C. J. Crlppln, Cclo-radSprints, Colo.
Ccr-rillo-

Ilk-hard- .

JOE RICHARDS,

o

HOTEL HIGHLAND.

CIGARS

Henry Pleasants, Jr.. Wayne, Pa.;
Dr. 'James Fulton. St. Thomas. Out;
Rapids,
Dr. M. C. Sinclair, Grand
Mich.; G. V. Davenpoit. I). aver; Richard Wetherell, Putnam, N. M.; C. F.
Owings, Miss
Baltimore; F.
Holfman, Kansas City; E. M. Aurcy
and wife, Detroit; Walter St. John and

H3J4 West Railroad Avenue.
1902

1882

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

wife, Des Moines, Iown

;

II.

H.

Hen-nine-

.

J. Fuller, city; Harry McComb,
Kingman, Ariz.; J, L. Jones, Denver.
E.

GRAND CENTRAL.

Sole agents for Casino and Ora brand
Canned Goods. Dealers in

n. Cullimar. Gulf Port, Mies.; H.
J. Stone, Bradford, Pa.; John A. Rossi,
Staple and Fancy Groceries Las Vegas; F. A. Necly, Philadelphia;
214 South Second street.
Tom Beach, Ft. Collins. Colo.; Thomas
Hillsboro Creamery Butter Post on J. Stewart and wife, Trenton, N. J.;
C. M. Steinhaur, Georgia.
earth
Free delivery.
Orders solicited.
NEW METROPOLITAN.
F. Roux, San Francisco, Cal.; J. L.
cooooooooooooooooooooooooo Jones, Denver, Colo.
H.
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IS IT

8

Telephone Service

8

YOU WANT?

X

QUICK AND RELIABLE!

Don't forget to take in lie enjoyable social tea that will be given by
8 the ladies of St. John's Guild at the
home of Mrs. G. L. Brooks, 903 Copper
O avenue, on Thursday next, from 2 to
0 p. m. Strangers as well as members
K of the church are Invited. There will
bo a- good time for all. ,
-

8

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE

g

AND TELEGRAPH

o

8

Keep your eye on Deming.
o

Q

CO.

THE SAMPSON WINDMILL
The latest Improvements and strong
est mill on the market.
Double geared and removable babbitt boxings.

t
llaram, A. A. Henry,
quite
Schuniaker,
besides
and
Miss
102
younger people. The
B54 a number of
music was rendered by Prof. Dl Mauro
33
on the violin and Mrs. Hamm on the
109

Missouri Pacific
Norfolk
N. Y.. O. & W

BUSINESS LOCALS.
Attend the underwear sale at the
Economist.
Subscribe for The Dally Citizen and
get the news.
Outing flannel, 5 cents per yard.
Leon B. Stern.
WRAPPERS!
BUY THEM NOW.
ROSENWALD BROS.
Deming has Increased 50 per cent, in
population In four years.
Copper, tin aud galvanized Iron
work. Whitney company.
Deming water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
Special prk es on all ready to wear

garments at the Economist.

F. W.

.135"

Manhattan

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Gold avenue,

205

We make embalming and shipping a specialty,
and give personal attention to calls, day or
night.
License Colorado State Hoard of
Health No. 68.
Automatic 'phone No. 147,
Colorado 'phone No. 75.
Champion. Mass.,
and W. S. schools of embalming.

20

1- -2

X.

1 1

".

Pennsylvatia

S.P.a.O!ia2ja&&a

9

r,6'4 piano.
81
Our Annual Glassware Sale..
32s
Begins Thursday, January 30. This
.... 91 will be by long odds the largest glassfi0Vt ware special ever offered In Albuquer38 Vg que.
Two thousand pieces to pick
03 U from.
Tennessee C. & 1
Large water pitchers, cake
101
I'nlon Pacific
stands, five Inch footed bowis with
43 'a covers, fine heavyweight sugar bowls,
Steel
93
Steel. Preferred
butter dishes, fine syrup pitchers, and
91
Western I'nlon
In fact everything you could think of
22
Wabash
in the glassware line can be found In
42
Wabash. Preferred
th's lot. There are hundreds of pieces
in thp lot worth 25 cents. Everything
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
goes in this sale for 13 cents.
A splendid five drawer sewing maWhile it lis Arctic weather In Kansas
and Colorado, the valley of the Rio chine, up ti date mechanical features
Grande is basking In genial sunshine. and all the attachments, price $20. If
Attend the meeting at the Commer- not sold before Friday, January 31, the
price will be reduced 25 cents a day
cial club this evening.
John S. Trimble Is at El Paso look- until sold. Watch this sale and get a
ing up a residence. He expects to be good machine at your own price.
THE MAZE,
in business in the Pass city in a few
Proprietor
days, and wants everything ready for WM K1EKE
o
hj3 family as soon as possible.
For Sale at a Sacrifice.
F. C. Fox, superintendent, and J. F.
A seven
room, modern dwelling
McNally. assistant superintendent, of house, with reception hall, cellar, etc..
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, are electric light and gas, hot and cold
spending the day In Albuquerque, hav- water, bath, hot water heater, etc.
ing arrived In private car No, 210.
Owner leaving town. Enquire at house,
Police court was a dull place this 120 South Walter street.
o
morning. Only two cases were tried;
Buy lots and build in Deming. Your
one for committing a nuisance and
cent, on
was fined $5. and the other was too rental returns will be 20 per
the Investment.
appear
given
was
and
drunk to
the
o
.
limit on the chain gang.
Notice.
serves the best meals
Mrs. n. A. Sleystet and children, In The Rico Cafe
the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
family of the Insurance and real estate orders,
5 cents up, 111 North First
agent in the Cromwell buiulding, wl'l street. '
leave tomorrow morning on the limito
Deming water Is chemically pure
ed train for San Diego, Cal.,' where
equal to Polan Springs.
they will sojourn for a few months.
o
meeting
at
After the
the Commercial
Deming, the railroad center of New
club tonight. In regard to securing Mexico.
o
funds for an exhibit at the Charleston
Window shades In all colors and
exposition, there will be a meeting of
305 Railroad
the directors of the club, and It Is widths at Albert Faber's,
o
hoped that all members will be presHot drinks of all kinds served at
ent.
J. H. O'Reilly & Co.'s soda fountain.
o
The old town of Albuquerque, so
for The Daily Citizen and
says Modesto C. Ortiz, has two base getSubscribe
the news.
ball clubs. The old club, of which Mr.
Ortiz Is manager, have 'uniforms,
hence the dance given last Saturday YOU WANT THE BEST,
night was by the new club and they
Not only in Groceries but in Flour.
want uniforms.
Louis Trailer, the sheep buyer, is
again in the city after a purchasing
tour to the ranges south of this city,
and yesterday was busy at the local
Heading
Reading. First Preferred
Southern Railway
Southern Railway, preferred
Southern Pacific
Texas Pacific

Brockmeier &' Cox,

i

PLUMBERS.
118

Gold Avenue.

IQBO. B. WILLIAMS
Druggist,

I
jj

0

?

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Hell Telephone fy. 03.

of our star shoe, the C. P. Ford,
you get the prime reutsltes of
a satisfactory shoe; fit, grace,
style, durability and comfort,
and you don't pay too much for
Buying as we
these at $3.50.
buy andselling as we sell, you
will find It difficult to do better
In footgear anywhere in town.

DURABILITY

J.r'

MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF CHILDREN'S SHOES IN CITY

oooooeooooocoooooc

Club House Brand
,

treatment

o

A. J. IV1AL0Y, 214

W. Railroad Ave

ooc04K2oooooooocrc

CO
HARDWARE
A Complete Line of

run-abou-

-.

r--

.

t

8

Is a synonym for quality, and comprises all grocers' shelf goods, canneu,
bottled, pickled and sacked. Order the
"Club House Brand," which Is the best
line obtainable. Our service Is prompt
and our customers are assured proper

pRINTlNGi;
Kn

I

d.-a-

Iron Pipe, Jenkin's Valves, Iron Pipe
Fittings, Steam and Water Supplies.

'

)

Printing

iTine

Vtkv?Vr
.

.

Wm. Chaplin.

COMFORT

.'.

back-bite- ;

TRADE.
Automatic 'l'hone 438

IN PRESCRIPTION

At all points

L0ANO

Mi MM

West Railroad Avenue.

No. 117
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Empress Flour

oecooooaoooooooo

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

oootooootootoooeoto
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N. Mex

T. Y. MAYNARD.

stock yards personally superintending
Albert ihe loading into cars of 2.0in sheep,
Faber's, 305 Railroad avenue.
purchased by Thomas Beach, a big
No tuberculosis preservalinc or col- buyer at Fort Collins, Colo.
oring in Matthews' Jersey milK.
C. C. Ames and famhy. of Jackson,
Klelnwort's is the place to get your Michigan, have rented ihe Negus cotnice fresh steak. Ah kinds of nice tage, 803 West Tijeraa aenue, aud
meat.
will make Albuquerque their future
IT IS EXCEP- home. Mr. Ames whs formerly ashler
READ OUR AD.
ROSENINTERESTING.
TIONALLY
The above cut icpresents the runof the Union bank o'i Jackson.
He
With one WALD BROS.
ning gear of the Sampson.
comes west In hopes of finding relief
Deming Is a great health resort
shield removed to show the working
for his children, who are in poor
has no superior in climate for the cure
parts.
health.
of pulmonary troubles.
At was announced ;.t the service on
walking
and
skirts
Ladies'
dress
D. JOHNSON, Agent.
price this Sunday at the Presbyterian church,
ut
special
skirts
reduced
Albuquerque, N. M.
week at the Economist.
Rev. T. C. Beat tie will, on next Tues- contains al the essential elements of
Look into Kleinwoit's market on day, February 4, deliver anntucr of his the perfect flour. In other words it is
North Third street. He has the nicest interesting lectures on his rcct at trip the best. Long milling experience has
OMONEY TO
fresh meats In the city.
abroad. His subject this time wil; be taught us your needs and in this flour
Why buy high priced lots when you "Italy Naples. Pompeii
and Vesu we have attained perfection. A trial
On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains in watches can get them cheap In Deming now, vius." Those w!:o were priviii ;,od to will convince you that we make the
with certain advance assured?
be present at his lecture on Runm will flour that goes in the sack that Is im
of every description.
WRAPPER SPECIAL: 99 CENTS be glad to learn that this most inter- printed with the "sign of the best.
A. H. YANOW,
FOR ALL THAT SOLD UP TO $1.50; esting lecture will deal with such an
AT YOUR GROCERS
209 South Second street, few doors $1.45. FOR ALL THAT SOLD UP TO
subject
one
as
entrancing
the
named
north of
$2.50
ROSENWALD BROS.
ji'
.".."fcA.,.vjv;A:4,.v..";..V.,V5,
above. It is with great pleasure we
Mrs. Isola Bambini, at her parlors announce the coming treat.
at the corner of Railroad avenue and
North Fourth street, is prepared to
GOLD AVE. BARGAIN STORE.
Recipe for Scandal.
give thorough scalp treatment, do Lair
Take a grain of falsehood; a handful
dressing, treat corns, bunions and inthe same quantity of
growing nails.
She gives massage of
MODERN 1YPE,
treatment und municuring. Mrs. Bam- nimble tongue: a Kprig of the herb of
..
t
t
you
teaspoonftil
of
a
complexion
own
preparations of
bini's
IVlUU-i;.
;?i
nitiibLS,
cream builds up the skin aud Improves tell it; six drops of malice; a drachm
Modern Idea?,
ttie complexion, and are guaranteed of envy; add a little discontent and :0
not to lie injurious. She also prepares jealousy, and strain through a bag of
a hair tonic that cures and prevents street yarn; keep it in a hot atmosCompetent Workmen
(.'
dandruff und hair falling out; r stores phere: shake it well and let stand for
yVrV
Q
v;
hair; removes moles. a few days, when it Is ready for use.
to
i
V'i
fur
pi
A
V
1:1' I
X
waits and superlluous hair. Give her
xt
II' :il cf h.'l
Til
Take a few drops just before going 'v
out. and the desired results are sine to
Job
I
9
'
1
Q
Deming will
'v! '. v.-the great smelter follow.
P
iucenter. Two large plants will be
The above was given us by a reliO Xt?.
,
'
Q stalled within the year.
J
able young man who claims to have
I'l liiUu,' ili i'it:in lil
La'
HUUhlHil v. llh II tin- ivill'- - A?
used it for over sixty years and he
Now It the Time
5
'jSi Hi slur urnln,' ;!
& To buv a nice ton of coal from the says it Is never failing. Try it.
'
Y
VO'
a mii;i11(1- You are sure to be
Clav kville yards.
at- ;y
At the National Capital.
v.'.ia i'ii- saiiw ranNew and Second Hand
satisfied.
1! will
lit lull as a
At the annual reception and dinner
t
'! iH'iUiii
'
In
al nur '
given by the Washington Hoard of
JOHN' S. UK. WEN, Prop.
eMii tvln n you I'.c.M any
J
on
Arlington
at
hotel
Trade
the
Is
Dr. Jos.
The best rough cure
l.i a:nl urii what v
J
1'.
evening last. Major W. II. II.
Gray's. 15 cents a bottle, at J. II.
Y oil v III
it Willi 'j
'rfii"
Llewellyn, of New Mexico, was a guest,
O'Heilly & Co.
U
riWllty Villi Hi. I'
;:li ,j"

i' 'dllile

Albuquerque,

EVERYTHING IN T HE JEWELRY LINE. MAGNIFICENT
STOCK TO SELECT FROM. PRICES RIGHT. WATCHES
REPAIRED AND ACCURATELY ADJUSTED.

Zir-hu-

Lap robes from 35c up at

-

Serond St.

'

Watches,
Diamonds

Mes-dame-

....103

L.

L. H. SHOEMAKER,

Undertakers and Embalnurs
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McGAFFEY & Co.

A. B.

W. Strong & Sons,

E

VISIT OUR
BARGAIN COUNTER

$12.50

O.

J
wire of Logan
FIFTY-FIVNew York, Jan. 2S. Shorts covered
YEARS OLD.
quite freely and In some s'tocks adAmalgamated J. A. Cuneo Celebrated the Event by
vances were marked.
Giving a Party.
Steel ami Sugar were both well bought
A. Cuneo, a well known and popuJ.
good
was
gains.
The close
and made
strong at about best prices and with lar Ita'.ian citizen, whose brother !s the
Italian consul at Denver, reached his
much better feeling,
birthday, and last night he cele5.th
(imitations:
Amalgamated Copper
7fi7s brated the event In a fine style. At
pleasant home, No. 311 North
TfiU his
Atchison
strert, there assembled laVT )
Fourth
Atchison, preferred
night
thirty friends of Mr. Cuneo
about
127
Sugar
and wife, and the guests were treated
48
Smelters
103 V, to a sumptuous tprcviri of good things
B. & 0
eatable, a fine musical and instru;
fi5
P. R. T
mental concert, nnd dancing, and when
&
W
2W
CO.
guests were ready to depart for
the
1137
St. Paul
respective homes all voted Mr.
their
Rock Island
tRf.'i
entertainers
Canadian Southern
874 and Mrs. Cuneo capital many
future
and wished Mr. Cuneo
C. F. & I
presof
those
A
partial
list
birthdays.
43 t
Denver
A.
O.
P.
Bachechl.
as
follows:
is
ent
91
Denver, preferred
Henry Loebs.
Barnett.
Joseph
MasettI,
38
Erie
B. Berardinelli. George Vargas, Frank
71
Erie, First Preferred
s
Du Luccl. all with their wives;
N
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as was also Hon Solomon Luna. Mamade a very eloquent
before purchasing a piano.
and timely speech, and The Citizen's
o
In Deming the demand for rental correspondent says that the speeches
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Flour, FteJ, Provisions, Hay
and Qrain.
Imported French and Italian
Qoods.
Sole

tents

for San Antonio Lima

Free delivery to all parts of the city.
Telephone

247.

213, 213, 217

North Third Street
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The TiKFon Citizen has a write up
of a nlckle mine, which It states lies
nine miles west of Tucson. The ore
occurs In a vein five an 1 one-hal- f
feet
wide.
E. H. Talbot and wife have arrived
at White Oaks from Colorado Springs,
rn route to Jicarllla, whore Mr. Talbot
will begin work on a group of claims
for Colorado people.
The United Verde Copper company
is adding a new furnace to its plant.
Unless present plans are changed the
compaay will also Install a new 200-tosmelter to its Iron King mine.
Dr. E. H. Skipwith has returned to
Roswell from Picacho, where he spent
a week or ten days prospecting, hav-tn- g
discovered some very suspicious
looking samples of gol 1 bearing

statistics he will discover that this
territory has more acres of forest than
Pennsylvania; more building timber
than New York state, and more springs
of sparkling water than Massachu
setts. One mill will soon be In operation in this city with a capacity for
sawing 50.000 feet of lumber each day.

Statehood Almost Assured.
The house committee on territories
21-jewi'l
will, it is understood, make a prompt
report upon all of the statehood bills
as soon as the public hearings have
been concluded.
The sentiment of
the committee Is almost unanimously
in favor of statehood for Oklahoma
and New Mexico, with a majority of
BY
the committee in favor of the admission of Arizona.
Delegates from
New Mexico's Leading Jewelry House . . : .
the three territories; and citizens who
quartz.
have been working for statehood legisCorner Gold avenue and Second street
The North Homesteak hoist ma- lation, have satisfied themselves that
chinery and equipment were sold to there will be no strong opposition to
satisfy a judgment held by Thomas H. the measures in the house, and that
Walsh against the Apex company for their early passage by that body is
services
custodian of the property practically assured.
Not sd Ounce of Cast Iron during theas past
two years.
The Citizen Is receiving solid en
The Jerome Copper Mining compa- couragement from the people of New
ABOUT TII- Eny, composed mostly of Los Angeles Mexico upon
its improved mechanical
r
people, is developing a group of eight appearance.
claims, in Jerome canyon, about eight
miles from Jerome Junction. The ledge
There were twenty-lou- r
clear days
BOX.
EXCEPT IN THE FIRE
Is 140 feet wide on the surface and in this city in last December, arid only
Bteel and Malleable Iron used In the crops out for 300 feet.
two cloudy days.
'(instruction of these ranges.
The
annual
meeting
stockof
the
We also have a complete line of
Persistent work will secure a beet
holders of the Verde King Copper com- sugar factory in this valley.
pany was held in Jerome la&t Monday
and the old officers and board of diThe First ward of this city needs
The treasurer's re- Bcveral new sidewalks.
DOUISLE-- Il EATING BASF.BURNLKS rectors
port showed $19,750 in the treasury
They have no peer or rival In the base
Let's keep doing something every
burner world in point of elegance and with which to continue development day for this city.
high finish.
work.
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Fine watch
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THE GREAT MAJESTIC.
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Hardware

Co

Forty-Thousan-

GOLD AVENUE.

Your Credit is Good
LEARN ARD'S

&

204 SOUTH

SECOND STREET.

Bro3.' and ether makes of Pianos, Violins, Banjos,
Checkering
Guitarc, Mandolins and everything in the Music line. Call or write

for catalogues.

Fa-be-
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5,000 References as to Quality of Work.

The

Watch

Southwestern

Repair House."

Work Solicited From Entire Southwest.
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Officii Watch Repairers A. T.
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OLIN , A S. Ft Railroads, Albuquerque.
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BROS. & CO....

BEARRUP

I

Albright Place, Moun- tain Road....
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.Your Patronage Solicited.
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WOOL PULLERS.
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Coal and Wood !

K

caonadi

When in Need of Coal, Wood
or Kindling Call Clark-vill- e

Yard.

Wood sawed in any lengths

to suit.
Orders Delivered Promptly.

JOHN
Bell Telephone

S. KJiAVJfc, Yrop.
Automatic 'Phone

No. 4

No. 266

ILLS
CHAS. MAUSARD, Proprietor.
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.We have a very large variety
of short lengths of Carpets,
Linoleum and Mattings, which
we place on sale at half actual
cost.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
U.

DEPOSITORY

S.

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison'
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00

To-pe- ka

Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flour noy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
- A B. McMillan.
H. F. Raynolds,

r,

OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, Grain
and Provisions.
Car lota

.

Carrie the Large.t
and rioet Ettenslv
Stock el

StapleOroceries

(pccl.lt y.

found southwe.t.

FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
Railroad Avenue

B.

Albuquerque

RUPPE;
ihSi

b

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
Took Possession Near Florence and
of old papers, good for wrapping
Rode to Pueblo.
purposes, cheap. Address, The CitiFour well armed tramps took poszen, Albuquerque, N. M.
session of an east bound l)ener & Hio
SAMPLE AND CLUB ROOM.
power gasoline
SALE
FOR
Grande freight train Friday morning
engine, nearly new; a bargain. John
five miles oafet of Florence, drove the
Finest
Newlander, Albuquerque, N. M.
brake-mainto the caboose and held
Whiskies,
per
papers,
23
cents
Old
SALE
FOR
JOSEPH BAKXETT. Prop.
the train by force until lue I'ueblo waBrandies,
office.
hundred,
Citizen
at the
ter works, three and u half miles west
120 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.
Wines, etc.
of that city, were readied. Pueblo po- FOR SALE 200 acres Ian scrip; im
mediate delivery. For sale by Met
en notified by
lice officers w ho had
calf & Strauss.
the railroad authorities of the theft of
T1II1U) STREET
They FOR SALE Hay horse, i5 hands high,
the train, captured the gang.
$."i0.
jono
weigh
pounds;
price
about
by
were sentenced
the police court t'
Inquire of M. J. O'Rourke, 410 North
serve Ht days eucli in jail for vagran
Second street.
cy and will be prosecuted Hater on
SALE Several hundreds pounds
FOR
gravel charges.
of bran new brevier and small pica;
good type stands, tables, etc. In fact
Ail kinds 1 Ach
The Panama Route.
Call MAafc
a country newspaper outfit furnishof
IIVOIl UIIU OUII ITIIUIO
The Isthmian canal commission
ed. Inquire or address The Citizen.
changed front on route recommendaSTEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.
tion Alien the French Panama Canal
WANTED.
company came down from $1o'j.oiiii,ihiii
to $4",iiiIII,iiimi, the latter being the WANTED A good salesman, intelligent and experienced, with good reffigure ot the original alue placed by
KLEINWORT,
erences, for a general dry goods
upon concessions,
ti;e commission
store. Must speak Spanish; well
THIRD SIRES'
MASONIC BUILDING.
work already done, etc. The points of
abb- - to handle wholesale and retail
advantage over the Nicaragua route1
trade; good wage:i. Single man pre.
are held to be as follows:
ferred. Address. I! F.. care Post
The Panama route is shorter by 131
office, Albuquerque, N. M.
miles.
The time of canal passage by i'an-a- WANTED Oiil lor general liou:ie-w;L- .
Apply to Mrs. J. F. l.utby,
a Is shorter by thirty boms.
Panama, costa $."j,ooti,ooo less to omloru'T Railroad avenuu and Aruo
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
Ktrce t.
ul, te ami il.!!iMi,iioii
r year less to
would
.
t
WANTED A young woman
than Xfcaiagtia.
ike to obtain light housework.
T!.c purchase price of Pnnamn inAddress X X. this otllce.
elLib1:! a complete laiiway along its
banks None 011 the Nicaragua route.
good canvassers;
WANTED Two
Two fine harbors are- acquired with
good inducement to right parties
Panama. Two would have to he made
willing to work. The Singer SewFINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
at great cost in Nicaragua.
ing Machine Manufacturing compaThe Coolest an. Highest Grade of Lager served.
from eaith-Pat:am;i is exempt
ny, 21 J Gold avenue.
ii'.'al.es; Nicaragua ii in an e arthquake AGENTS To sell 'Schley and SanFinest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars
n .'ion.
tiago" by Geo. E. Graham. AutoAnnual rainfall at Panama. M
graph introduction an I personal acinches: at Nicaragua, U.'.t; inches.
count of bhtt.e by Rtar Admiral
Schley. True story of Santiago told
Grossly Ignorant.
than
for first time, oells
A letter from John Horroiighs. the
Native and Chicago Lumber.
Liberal com"Life of McKinley."
poet, cf New Yolk, to a friend in Santa
Send
ready.
missions. Free outfit
Fe. clearly shows the gro.ss ignorance
stamps for postage.
ALWAV5nr.r.
seven
of people in the eastern states in reHooks now ready. lieware of Imita- Cover More ! Look Best ! Wear Loujf-es- i SASH. DOORS. BLINDS,
gard to New .Mexico. Mr. ISurroughs
PLASTKK
tions. Can be bad only from sole
Most Economical ! Full Measure ! LIMK, CEMKNT, GLASS, PAINT, Etc
did not know there was enough timCOM
publishers. W. H. CON KEY
ber in New Mexico to make a "slab-sides- "
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
FAN Y, Chicago, 111.
house. If he will consult census
TRAMPS SEIZE A TRAIN.

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
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THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS,
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Grand Remnant Sale !
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For Over Sixty Years.
An old and well tried remedy.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has
Manager Walsh Is Receiving a
d
been used for over sixty years by
Consignment.
millions of mothers for their children
A special dispatch from Elizabeth-towwhile teething with perfect success.
to the Denver News, says:
It Boothes the child, soften the gums,
manager
MIcnael Walsh,
of the Den- allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
ver group in this district, has returned is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
from an extended visit to Denver, pleasant tc the taste. Sold by drug
where he went on business in connec- gists In every part of the world.
tion with his property. Whi'.e in Den- Twenty five cents a bottle. Its value
He sure and ask for
Incalculable.
ver Mr. Walsh purchased for his com- Is
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
pany a large cyanide plant, a new take no other kind.
steam noist for the shaft on the DenSubscribe for The Daily Citizen and
ver, and other machinery to put the
property in active operation, and it is get the news.
o
said that the purchase amounted to
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
over $40,000. The mill on the property Witson
sewing machines.
Albert
vvi.l soon be under construction, as the
305 Railroad avenue.
lumber is now being piled up on the
ground. The gasoline engine, now on
CLASSIFIED ADS.
the Denver, which has been used for
hoisting purposes, will be removed to
FOR RENT.
the Arlington tunnel, another property
of the Ohio Gold Mining and Milling FOR KENT Fine alfalfa farm, sixcompany, where it will be used In the
teen acres, under ditch; plenty of
water; fine orchard and seven-roosame capacity.
house; a good opportunity. Apply to
The Legal Tender is increasing its
O. Rivera, Old Albuquerque.
force of men, and the new body of ore
recently encountered in these work- FOR RENT A new upright piano for
rent. Inquire at Whitson Music Co.
ings, is Improving right along.
RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
The Ajax mill is running on the FOR
with heat and hot baths. Inquire at
hardest ore In camp, but the encouragRoosevelt house.
ing word comes with it that the hardbrick
FOR RENT New .seven-rooer the rock the better, the values.
residence suite. No. 519 West Gold
The new Victor drill, recently puravenue, with all modern convenchased in Denver, for the Raldy tun- iences; possession given at once.
nel, is proving all that could be exNew three-roobrick cottage, No.
pected, and the boys up there are mak407 Granite avenue; water furnished
ing better headway than ever before.
and iossessiou Feb. 1. Apply to
The recent strike in the Senate-BoII. II. Tilton, 118 Gold avenue.
Tail Is greater than was at first
RENT 5 room brick house. See
FOR
reported. It is now understood that
Jay A. Hubbs, at Albuquerque Steam
the ore runs fourteen ounces gold and . Laundry.
GOO ounces silver.
Work is being pushed on the property, and It is thought FOR RENT Sunny front room, furnished for light housekeeping. 507
that the company will Foon begin the
West Silver avenue.
erection of a mill to handle the ore.
MACHINERY FROM DENVER.

M

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

Gicatltj' Mic Ranjic
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ZEIGER CAFE
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BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
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J. C.
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BALDRIDGE

ShervvlnnVilliams

The Largest and Best Flour Mills

in New Mexico.
Floor and Bran in Car
Lots a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

1

Paint Building Paper

a
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and the attendance at school has fallen off a little in consequence.
W. H. Jack, of Silver City, who has
large cattle Interests In Colfax county,
arrived In the city and left the same
day for his ranch. Mrs. Jack accompanied him as far as Albuquerque, and
that will do such things and If caught from there will go for a visit in
at them should be given summary pun-

J. M. riOORE

New Mexico Towns
ROSWELL.

From the Register.
Dr. J. W. Sutherland has invented
a wire clothes pin that looks like It
might prove to be a good thing.
Mrs. William Tipton returned from
a visit with her sister, Mrs. W. R.
Owens, at Carlsbad.
Elliott, the little son of Mr. and
Mrs. George E. Mabee is recovering
from an attack of the mumps. He
now has tha advantage of his papa,
who hs never had them and is naturu-alla little apprehensive.
Dr. D. I. North, who, spent part of
last year in Roswe.l,, witU his wife,
while the'.r son was atudent In the
Military institute, has opened a drug
y

Btore i:i Clayton, New Mexico, and is
practicing medicine there also.
formerly a well
Jerry Simpson,
known member cf congress from
Kansas, new vice president of the Union Live Stock Commission company,
of Kansas Citv. h's headquarters being

at Wichita, arrived here and has been

taking advantage cf his first visit to
the valley to look it over.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Day went out to
their home at the Creswell Cattle company's formerly the C A Bar ranch, on
Wednesday, after having spent a week
here at the Central, in return from
Texas. Mr. Day bought the Seamon's

ishment JiiFt as a warning to other
parties with the same tendencies.
WHITE OAKS.

From the Eagle.
John Owen sent an outt to the Rio
Grande after a herd of horses which
he has pastured there this winter. He
will bring them to his ranch east of
White Oaks.
Mrs. J. W. Smith, and daughter,
Margie, have .gone to Eastland, Texas,
to spend the.winter with Mrs. Smith's
parents. J. W. accompanied them as
far as El Faso.
Attorney E. W. Hulbert and wife,
and their son, Clifford Hulbert, and
family, came up from Lincoln. Attorney Hulbert has bought the Romero
ranch below Lincoln, and Clifford will
go on it and take charge for hlB father.
This Is one of the best ranches In Lincoln county for stock and agricultural
purscults combined and will certainly
prove a good investment for Mr. Hul

bert.
Heads Should Never Ache.

Never endure this trouble. Use at
once the remedy that stopped It for
Mrs. N. A. Webster, of Winnie, Va.
She writes, "Dr. King's New Life Pills
wholly cured me of sick headaches I
had suffered from for two years." Cure
headache, constipation, biliousness. 25
cents at ail druggists.

(ESTABLISHED

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

FARMINGTON.
From the Hustler.
Richard Crouch and wife have re
turned from a visit to Cancn City,
Mrs. R. H. Woods, who has been
The man who is caged In or cooped tip
seriously ill for several days, is re
day after day without sufficient exercise
ported better.
sure to suffer for It. Quite often the
Dr. Rosenthal was called to Jewett, is
is the first organ which becomes
liver
to prescribe for a patient brought In disordered, and constipation, biliousness,
from Two Gray Hills.
P. H. Mistier, of Manltou, Colorado,
is visiting Farmington and vicinity on
a pleasure trip. It makes old Sol. smile
to see winter tourists coming in.
Harry Pierce bid his many friends
good bye and departed by way of Thoreau for Las Cruces, vhere he expects
to take a course of practical study In
electrical engineering, which profes
sion he hopes to adopt.
The San Juan Fruit Evaporator
shipped 8,000 pounds of fancy evaporated apples to the C. S. Morey Mercan
tile company, Denver. The price was
said to be very satisfactory and the

product equal to the finest California

sick headache and general physical tor-

por make life miserable. There's only
one way to deal with liver "trouble " and
that is to go to tlie root ot me oisease,
and cure it once for all. Such cures of
the disordered or diseased liver almost
always follow the use of Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery. It always
helps. It almost always cures. It regulates the liver, strengthens the stomach,
and purifies the blood.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNALILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES PAID
RATES.
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

"Dr. rierce' Golden Medical Discovery Is tht
bent medicine made," write Michael Mahcr. of
I.ittlefnlU, N. Y. 6 Center St.) "I hud yellow
jnundice and liver trouble in November, 1900.
Was almost dead, lost sixteen pounds in three
weeks and my whole body wm as yellow at
I was sick at my stomach all the time,
rid, andthree
doctors and they gave me tablets
ind pills and another one some other stuff, but I
went to Messrs. O'Rourke and Hurley's drug
store nnd (rot your ' Golden Medical Discovery.'
One bottle cured me and I thank it and God
that I am a well man."

fi

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract' Company

or Michigan pick.
Denver and Wolford Waggoner, who
Accept no substitute for the Discovhave contracted with S. R. Blake to ery." There is nothing "just as good."
1,000
depth
a
of
sink his oil well to
The People's Common Sense Medical
feet, will begin operations next week Adviser, a book containing 1008 pages,
twenty-acrtract on Monday, and prestamps
All the machinery and apparatus will is given away. Send 21 one-ce.
sented It to his sister, Mrs. J. D. Bry-sobe overhauled and put in first class for expense of mailing only, for the book
He paid $3,000 cash for It $150
in paper covers, or 31 stamps for the volLa grippe coughs often continue for working condition.
an acre. It has a dwelling and an- - ar
ume bound in cloth. Address Dr. R. V.
re
to
lead
ratal
and
purchased
oftlmes
months
the
has
McJunkln
Jake
tesian well and Is a valuable piece of suits after the patient Is supposed to
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
TIznatzIn,
heretofore
trading store at
j
property. .
have passed the danger point, toleys owned by the Hyde Exploring Expe
Honey and Tar affords positive pro
Is one of the best loca and loaded with salt for mountain peo.
From the Record.
and security from these coughs, dition. This
tection
sixty-fivacres
sold
In the Navajo country, and un pie.
L. R. Smith has
tions
Pharmacy.
Alvarado
of land off the north side of his farm
der Mr. McJunken's able management SANGUINE ABOUT STATEHOOD.
CLAYTON.
will no doubt continue to improve. He
to Dorsey Champion for $62.50 an acre.
has closed his store on -e San Juar Col. Prichard Is Interviewed By the El
There is an artesia'n well on the place
and moved his stock to TIznatzIn.
and about half of it Is in cultivation From the Enterprise.
Paso Times.
George Wright has just been ap
M. Z. Miller, of Paris, Texas, pur
Col.
G.
Prichard, of White Oaks,
W.
The Secret of Long Life.
chased from E. L. Wildy, Hock 35, pointed foreman of the F. D. W. ranch
who has been In Washington working
Interests.
keeping
or
main
of
all
the
Consists
Riverside Heights; consideration $300
for New Mexico,
Mrs. Ellen Taylor has just returned gans of the bod In healthy, regular to secure statehood
Mr Miller will build immediately a
morning, retown
was
yesterday
in
destroying
dead
quickly
to friends In Ok action, and in
five- - room cottage on his lot and occu from a lengthy visit
Mexico.
New
turning
in
his
home
to
reg
germs.
ly
Electric Bitters
disease
lahoma.
py It with his family.
and Kidneys, pur He feels confident that both New Mex
Liver
Stomach,
ulate
Albuquerque
build
Clements,
the
Mr.
A prety wedding took place at the
man, and a most pleasant ify the blood, and give a splendid appe- ico and Arizona will be admitted to
home of Mrs. Pettey on Friday after- ing and loan
tite. They work wonders In curing statehood this year.
kindneya troubles, female complaints,
noon of last week, when her daughter gentleman, left for Raton.
"When statehood is granted us,"
painful
a
Goldstein
sustained
Harry
nervous diseases, constipation, dys said Colonel Prichard yesterday morn
Miss J. E. Pettey, was married to C.
falling
ago,
In
pepsia and malaria. Vigorous health ing, "we will have such a celebration
well known stock man accident a few days
D. Burge,
Only the immediate friends of the from a step ladder at Herzstein's store and strength always follow their use. as was never before witnessed in this
Only 50c, guaranteed by all drug
families were present. The ceremony and spraining his knee.a telegram not! gists.
, section, and we will invite El Paso to
F.
received
Clark
H.
W.
Duunn
C.
by
Rev.
was performed
celebrate with us for this town belongs
o
pastor of the Cumberland Presbyter fying him of the death of his younger
You should know that Foley's Honev more to New Mexico than it does to
Joseph
Clark,
St.
C.
at
P.
brother,
and Tar Is absolutely the best for all Texas, and the people of New Mexico
lan church. The young couple left
23 years
diseases of the throat and lungs. Deal have done more than the state of
soon after the ceremony for their Mo. The young man was but
old. but had been a sufferer for some ers are authorized to guarantee It to Texas to make this city prosperous."
country home.
give satisfaction. Alvarado Pharmacy.
C. E. Mason received a telegram on time from consumption.
An El Paso man, who heard Colonel
A few of our prominent citizens
Wednesday bearing the sad news of
remarks, said he wished
Prlchard's
FE.
SANTA
a "syndicate" and endeavored
the death of his mother at Denver formed
the Times' movement several years
game
at
"sluff"
on
get
corner
a
the
to
From the New Mexican.
ago, to have El Paso cut loose from
He left on Thursday morning for his
they would
Adjutant General W. H. Whiteman Texas had succeeded.
former home in Altoona, Pa., to at Hotel Eklund, declaring
left Washington on the evening of the
tend the funeral. Mrs. Mason spent play against the "field," but the "field'
"The state of Texas," he said, "never
a part o the past two winteers Jn seemed masters of the situation all the 23d for New Mexico. While In Wash- has done anything for this section, and
syndicate
has ington, he attended the meeting of ad- if we wc-.- a part of New Mexico this
Roswell and Is remembered as a wo way through, and the
jutant generals of the different states town would be the' capital of the state
man of refinement, culture and rare gone out of the business.
beauty of Christian character. There A Reliable Remedy for Bowel Troubles and territories held there during the inside ot five years. Some day this
could be no storm when she crossed
state will be divided and the division
Rev. J. M. Yingllng, pastor of the past week.
the bar and put out to sea. The Rec Bedford St. M. E. church, Cumberland
Sheriff Marcelino Garcia received a will be the best thing that could possiord extends to the bereaved most Md., says: "It affords me great pleas dispatch from Justice of the Peace My happen to all of that portion of
heartfelt sympathy.
Chamberlain's Johnson at Madrid, saying: "Come at Texa3 west of the Pecos."
ure to recommend
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy once and bring bloodhounds with you."
The Wearing of the Green.
An Attack of Pneumonia Warded Off I have used It and know others who Mr. Garcia was unable to go and re"Some time ago my daughter caught have never known it to fall." For sale ferred the matter to his deputy at MadThose green tags on our winter
of by all druggists.
She complained
a severe cold.
goods mean that you can wear the
rid, who has not reported.
o
pains In her chest and had a bad
goods that the tags are on at a much
Ana
Dona
R.
of
Lucero,
Sheriff
Jose
if Banner Salve
I gave
cough.
her Chamberlain's
lower price than they are actually
county,
lodged
Mrs. Anna Freeman in worth. Reeause all our winter goods
Cough Remedy according to directions doesn't cure your piles, your money
and in two days she was well and will be refunded. It Is the most heal the penitentiary to serve a term of ten must and will be sold. Simon Stern,
years for grand larceny and arson. the Railroad avenue clothier.
able to go to school. I have used Ing medicine. Alvarado i'uarmacy
o
tnis remedy in my family for MV past
She set fire to the 6tatlon at Lava, So
Not Ornamental.
ALAMOGORDO.
eeven years and have never known it
county, while she was station
corro
those gi een tags on our goods
to fail, says James Prendergast, meragent and telegraph operator there. In areNonot
ornamental, they mean busi
chant, Annato Bay, Jamaica, West From the News.
had
to
hide the fact that she
ness. They stand for price reductions
Hon. Lorlon Miller, of El Paso, was order
India Islands. The pains in the chest
the real reductions and not the
indicated an approaching attack of In the city for two days on telephone robbed a trunk left at the station.
A fire broke out during the night in imaginary. Simon Stern, the Railroad
pneumonia, which In this instance was business.
undoubtedly warded off by ChamberTommy Zornes has been on crutches the store of J. H. Blain on San Fran avenue clothier. o
lain's Cough Remedy. It counteracts for the past week, suffering with rheu cisco street. Mr. Blain sleeps in a room
Deming offers the Eame opportuni
any tendency of a cold toward pneuadjoining the Btore and was awakened
matism.
now that the most prosperous
ties
monia. For 6ale by all druggists.
found
by
He
the
smoke.
a thick
that
in the west offered several years
The new Baptist church will be com
cities
o
tin under the stove In the store had
W. L. Yancy, Paducah. Ky., writes: pleted within a few days in the Chihua burned through and that the floor un ago.
o4T had a severe case of kidney disease hua district.
He promptly ex
DON'T MISS AN OPPORTUNITY
and three of the beet physicians im
Little work has been done on th der it was burning.
SOME EXCEPTIONALLY
southern Kentucky treated me without south fork of the Bonlto since the big tlngulshed the fire with several buck TO RUY
WRAPPERS AT EXCEPTIONsuccess. I was induoed to try Foley's gold find on account of the great depth ets of water. This prompt action un GOOD
LOW PRICES. ROSEN WALD
doubtedly prevented what might have ALLY
Kidnev Cure. The first bottle gave im of snow.
BROS.
mediate relief and three bottles cured
o
At the meeting of tho First National been a destructive blaze.
me entirely. I gladly recommend this
Deming needs one hundred new
all of the old officers were rebank
A Cure for Lumbago,
substiwonderful remedy." Take no
supply the demand,
and
elected, viz: H. J. Anderson, presitute. Alvarado Pharmacy.
W. C. Williamson, of Amherst. Va., houses to
dent; Chas. B. Eddy, vice president; says: "For more than a year I Buf needs them now. This demand' con- o
grow.
I finally tried tlnues to
John M. Wyatt, cashier.
SANTA ROSA.
fered from lumbago.
o- Capt F. A. DuBoiz, of the new town Chamberlain's Pain Balm and it gave
Those dancing dolls used for Christ
remme
which
all
other
relief,
Carlzozo,
entire
fifty
from
Corona,
miles
of
From the Publica.
mas window display now for sale at
He is engaged edies had failed to do." For sale by the Economist.
Mrs. Cleofes T. Butler, from Las was in Alamogordo.
druggists.
all
o
Vegas, Is in Santa Rosa, having come in the merchandising business and is
o
Deming ships over 100.000 head of
down on the stage. She is the guest establishing a large cattle and sheep
N. Jackson, Danville, 111. .writes:
ranch near that town.
"My daughter had a severe attack of cattlo annually; ls the center of the
of Mrs. Vivianita C. de Martinez.
la grippe and a terrible cough settled greatest breeding region In the south
A. P. Anaya. of this town, who was
RATON.
In her lungs. We tried a great many west and cattle men all know this.
precinct
for
this
appointed constable
o
remedies without giving relief. She
at the last meeting of the county com- From the Range.
MISS IDA McCUNE
tried Foley's Honey and Tar which
missioners, has not accepted the ap- The Raton Hith school contributed
Teacher voice and piano. Enquire
her. She has never been trou
pointment and the precinct at present $,5 towar(1 the Mt Kinley memorial cured
bled with a cough since." Alvarado at Llibrary building or leave order
Is without a constable.
at Hotel Highland.
fun(1
Pharmacy.
o
o
The rumor is going the rounds that
Mi8S E(iwina i)aw80n has returuned
In Deming another good hotel is
a parish priest has been appoolnted by Q m,r h()me ,n aW8on afu,r qu;te an
HAGERM AN.
needed to accommodate the enormous
the archbishop at Santa Fe for this exUin(K.(1 tvlp through the eastern
From Roswell Register.
increase of population.
prlsh. some saying that the said aP-- i states.
Washington,
Rail
E.
W.
the
cattle
his
Rosa
make
will
Santa
polntee
Misg ,,.l!att tne s,.hool teacher at
man, has gone to the Indian Territory.
headuarteis. others that It will be at Maxw,,n nity nag llt.,.n ralleil to
Harry Jaffa was a Roswell visitor
de Luna. How much of truth Ras ani, .. .gB Eis ls con(icting the
;
first part of the week.
pre-the
not
we
report
are
the
is
in
there
B(.hool
Mr. Reed, a cattleman who came
pared to say, but hope the rumor is
city are
our
people
young
of
The
11.l1.MiA - Ia mill ni'inli.nli..n
i
yium- 1.1:
rmi,- (,nj0j.jI)g a course of chicken pox overland from Rascoe, Texas, had the
rorrei'i,a nuA maiu-You don't see very many
misfortune to lose a splendid team of
e
as
neaoquariers
hi ions
Usn nis
horses on tho way, and but for the aid wigs nowadays. People have
have a priest in our widst.
of A. L. Hay lies, the White Lake catLast Saturday night, it is reported,
how to care
tleman, he would have had to walk in. been educated
some party tried to burn the house
J. J. Hagerman has a large force of for the hair.
That's one
that stands back of Shane's Palace
men pitting in a new flume at Nine
saloon. What their object was in tryreason. Another is, Ayer's
Mile.
ing to perpetrate such a rash act we
L.
Moneyham,
of
J
Dr.
Indian
the
it
probability
Hair Vigor makes wigs un
In
all
do not know, but
Territory, is here with A view of locat- was for the purpose of robbery, as the
necessary. Nothing its equal
Try
ing. He thinks of buying Dr.
perpetrators of such a dastardly deed
town.
buildings
near
son's
In
plans
that
for feeding the hair.
must have made their
Miss Christina Frederickson had
case they succeeded the alarm would
many vears my hair has come
Grape-Nu- ts
the misfortune to be thrown from a out'For
be given and the whole town flock to
so
fast every winter that 1 had
liUKgy near Mr. Larson's place and at
the scene of the fire and they would
to wear a wig. I tried Ayer's Hair
this writing they cannot tell how bad Vigor. It stopped the falling, and made
have all kinds of opportunity to loot at
Fhe is hurt. It is hoped it will nut be mv hair grow so that last winter 1 did
inFor
Breakfast
of
work
Had
this
pleasure.
their
:
. n
'.
:
serious.
prob-is
it
nui use my wk
successful
cendiarism been
or
Dinner
Lunch
Pittsburg, Pa.
Lewis,
F.
Sarah
A.
Gilgore,
C.
W.
Smith
J.
W.
II.
and
able that a large portion of the town
J. C. AVER CO., Uwdl, Mail.
tl. All Jrutciiti.
9m I Simmons came In from the mountains
would have gone up in flames. People
e
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Meal stations.
Nob. 3 and 4 run dally between Chlcag-o- , San Francisco and Los Angeles
I'ullman Palace Sleeplnir Cars dally th rouKh between Chicago and San Fran
Cisco and Chicago and Los Angeles.
Pullman Tourist Sleeping Cars daily through between Chicago and San Fran- cIbco and Chicago and Los Angeles.
The Grand Canyon of the Colorado can be reached only by this line.
The California Limited carries the following new equipment:
Buffet Smoking Car, Harvey Dining Car. and Observation Sleeping Car, be
tween Chicago and Los Angeles; Double Drawing Koom Sleeping Car, between
Chicago and San Diego; Double Drawing Koom Sleeping Car, between Kansas
eiiy an- - l,o Angeles.
Connections at La Junta from Denver and at Los Angeles for San Diego and
Santa Barbara. Fastest train to Southern California and over the shortest line.
Limited to six cars, wide vestlbuled, electric lighted. No finer train anywhere.

The observation Car contains ten sections and a handsomely finished observa
tion room. The Buffet Smoking Car contains a spacious smoking and reading
room with buffet. Both these cars are supplied with current periodicals and
All meals en route will be served In tne caning car, unoer me direction oi Mr.
Fred Harvey.
tickets
No extra fare charged on the Callforn la Limited. Regular first-claonly are required.
,
ivixr-maAgent,
r. Albuquerque,
N. M.
ss

The Mexican Central Railway Co., Limited

Calls attention to the fact that:
It is the only Standard Guage Route from the United States frontier to Mexico City.
It is the only line in Mexico that can offer the traveling public
the conveniences and comforts of Standard Guage Pullman Drawing
Ro.)in Sleepers, lighted by Pintsch Gas.
It is the only line by which you can tiavel without change from
Kansas City, Mo., to Mexico City.
It is the only line by which you can travel without change from
St. Louis, Mo., to Mexico City.
The lines of the Mexican Central Railway pass through 15 of the
27 states of the Republic. Eight million of the thirteen million inhabitants of Mexico aie settled contiguous to them.
V

Wig

!

I Do You Like

Goodies

The principal mining regions receive their supplies and export
their products over it. Chihuahua. Sierra Mojada, Mapiml, Fresnillo,
Parral, Guanaeevi, Duiango, Zacatecas, Guanajuato, Sombrerete, Pach- uca, etc., etc.
When You Travel for Business, Go Where Business is Done.
There are only five cities of over 35,000 inhabitants in the Republic of Mexico that are not reached by the Mexican Central line.
The following tea cities are reached enly by the Mexican Central
Railway:
Chihuahua 30,098 inhabitants; Parral 10,382; Zacatecas 34,438;
Guanajuato 40,580; Leon 63,2G3;Guadalajara 101,208; Queretaro
Zamora 12,533; Aguascalientes .17,816; Irapuato 19,640.
It also reaches the cities of Torreon 13,845; San Luis Potosi
60.S58; Tampico (Mexican Gulf port) 16,313; Celaya 25,565; Pachuca
37.47 ; City of Mexico 368,777.
Dally Pullman service between St. Louis, Mo., and Mexico City,
also between Kansas City, Mo., and Mexico City, and vice versa.
38,-01-

j
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oo im
45 am
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10 pm
1 55 rm
4 05 pm
5 10 pm
6 40 pm
7 25 pm
10 10 in
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C. R. HUDSON, G. F. & P. A.
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A., Mexico City.
W. S. MEAD, Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texas.
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changed to new positions. The object
of the changes is to secure more economical operation of the road.
General Manager H. U. Mudge was
asked concerning the rumor of important changes, and said:
"It is tree that certain plans are
suffering from what is popularly called under consideration for the leorgani-zatio"creeping paralysis." He was advised
of the mechanical department.
to give up all active work and take a There is nothing in shape yet to be
trip to Europe and accordingly secured definitely announced.
These plans
a eix months' leave of absence. While have been under discussion at Chicago
in the east he consulted a number of recently, and Superintendent Henderprominent physicians and tried various son has been there in consultation with
means of treatment. After an absence the officials. The object of the reorof about, three months he returned to ganization Is to secure more economin ical operation."
Los Angeles greatly improved
health.
Mr. Mudge stated that he knew nothMr. Nevin was one of the best known ing about the resignations of the offand moBt highly esteemed railroad men icials at San Bernardino, and would
west of Chicago. He was regarded by not discuss the probable causes of
his colleagues as one of the most able their dismissal. Mr. Mudge also said
men in his business.
that he had no information concerning
any changes contemplated at the ToDon't Live Together.
Constipation and health never go to- peka shops.
It can not be ascertained what line
gether. DeWitt's Little Early Risers
promote easy action of the bowels the proposed reorganization will take.
without distress. "I have been troub- For some time there have been rumors
A GREAT RESERVOIR SITE.
led with costiveness nine years," says at the Santa Fe shops of extensive
Depauw.
J. O. Greene,
Ind. "I have changes In the officials there. Six or An Undertaking of Magnitude Near
tiied many remedies hut Little Early seven important men are said to be
San Marcial.
Risers give best results." J. H. O'- slated for retirement. Several of the
At the instigation of R. W. Drown, a
Reilly & Co., and B. H. Briggs & Co.
departments are likely to be changed,
stockman. Surveyor W. W.
and possibly consolidated. Apparently Jones has just completed a prelimFor Pneumonia.
Dr. C. J. Bishop, Agnew, Mich., says: the Santa Fe expects to save some inary survey of a mammoth reservoir
"I have used Foley's Honey and Tar money which it has been paying out to site or tank near the San Andreas
in three very severe cases of pneu- officials.
mountains in Socorro county, about
monia with good results in every case" j There may be some important thirty-fivmiles from San Marc:al,
Beware of substitutes. Alvarado PharJMH11B IUI IlilllU- - says the Uee.
ill iinr insist-il- l
macy.
lir.g trallic. There was a conference in
To he exact, its location Is at what
Chicago a lew diys ago participated is known as the Hopewell tank, distant
SUBSTANTIAL PROGRESS.
in by H. U. Mudge, general manager; three miles frptu Dripping Springs, in
The Santa Central Is Getting Its Ware- W. C. Nixon, manager of Gulf system; the northeast corner of township 10
A. G. Wells, manager of the coast south, range 3 east.
houses and Stations Completed.
The proposed
The Santa Fe Central railway ware- lines; General Superintendent Resse-gui- dam or reservoir site embraces 600
Superintendent
and
of Motive acros. Water will cover the ground
houses on the Arroyo Hondo have been
fully stocked and the station has been Power Henderson. President Ripley to an average depth of twenty-fivfeet,
completed.
At Vega Blauca, six and Thiid Vice President Kendrieks allowing for loss from evaporation,
were
present
also
handling
and
the
of seepage, etc. The reservoir will supmiles south of the Arroyo Hondo, the
station and warehouses will be com- traffic was considered.
ply suffic ient water to irrigate at least
pleted today. Work is progressing at
20,000 acres of fine agricultural land
A Profitable investment.
the Joint depot and at the Santa Fe
each year with twelve inches of water.
"I was troubled
about seven
Central warehouses at Kennedy Junc- years
my stoma? i and in bed half The site is just eight miles north from
w!tn
tion near Ortiz. This station is being my time," says E. Demick. Somerville. the high ridge at the north end of the
built very substantially. At Camal-eon- , Ind. "I spent agout 11,000 and never San Andreas mountains.
Grapevine
Lincoln county, the junction point could get anything to help me until ca;iyon drains a catchment bnsin of
with the El Paso and Rock Island rail- I tried Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. 1 have seven miks east and west by nine
way, a fine depot and extensive ware- taken a few bottles and am entirely miles north and south. The whole of
houses are being erected and the work well." You don't live by what you eat, the water falling into the basin would
of grading will commence at that end but by what you digest and assimilate. drain into tlio reservoir or tank. Often
If your stomach doesn't digest your the ralnl ill is sufficient to fill
in a few weeks. The station at
the proyou are really starving. Kodol
will be known as Torrence and a food
t
jected dam in
hours. The
Dyspepsia
Cure
Iocs
the
stomach's
townsite is to be laid out at that point. work by digesting the food. You don't soil thei oaliouts is of 'imcstono charhave to diet. Eat all you want. Kodol acter, and tlure is none better for a
Children Especially Liable
Dyspepsia
Cure cures all stomach general line of farming.
Burns, bruises and cuts are extremeThe natural location of this site,
ly painful and if neglected often result troubles. J. H. O'Reilly c Co., and B.
and the great possibilities nnd vast
in blood poisoning.
Children are es- H. Briggs & Co. -i
benefit the reclamation of this great
pecially liable to such mishaps beChapped hands, cracked lips and a body of government land would he to
cause not so careful. As a remedy roughness
of
the skin cured quickly a
colony of people, the town
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve is unSalve, the most healing of San Marcial
equalled. Draws gut the Are, stops the by Banner
and the promoters
.
In
the world. Alvarado
pain, soon heals the wound. Beware ointment
themselves, have been overlooked from
of counterfeits. Sure cure for piles.
time to time, although viewed by many
o
"DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve cured
observing and energetic men who genThe Short Line Road.
my baby of eczema after two physicerally know a good thing when they
a
At
meeting
held
in
gave
the
Hustler
ians
her up," writes James Mock,
see It.
N. Webster, Ind. "Those sores were office Saturday afternoon, at
Mr. Brown is satisfied that he will
so bad she soiled two to five dresses
it was decided to heuln work
,
And r.o difficulty in intere-stlna day." J. H. O'Reilly & Co.. and B. Inn tllQ now To Plata.PapniltiiTfnn
monied
H. Briggs & C.
at 8 o'clock Monday morning, February men in the project. Plans and estio
1). B. Ross will act us foreman and mates are being prepared covering the
Frank Treadwell, Bennett, la., was 3.
all
those who have volunteered work outlay and demr.nstru.ting the feasitroubled with kidney disease for two
years. He writes: "I had taken sev- ' should report to him on top of the bility of the enterprise from every
eral kinds of kidney remedies, but mesa, that morning, when grading standpoint. The location is admirable,
with little benefit. Finally I tried Fo- from the top down will begin on both the climate excellent, a good market
ley's Kidney Cure and a one dollar bot- sides.
near at hand for the products of the
tle cured me." Alvarado Pharmacy.
A. E. Dustin has secured the loan soli, no possibility ev'sts for a shortage
of two large plows, and Graf & John- in the water eurply. and the princely
ANOTHER RESIGNATION.
son and D. K. B. Sellers are furnishing domuin awaits a change of owners at
Thomas Paxton Resigns as Master Me- the drag, gratis, for the work. Several the rate of $1.25 per acre.
An important point in connection
teams will be necessary, and
chanic of the Santa Fe.
Thomas Paxton, master mechanic of it is earnestly hoped those who have with this enterprise is mat the ground
the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, with contributed will be promptly on hand. is so located that the dam may be
headquarters at Cleburne, Texas, re- The survey has been made and every constructed in sections. A small part
cently stationed at Topeka as division thing is now in readiness for the work. of the entire cost may bo applied in
the beginning and tiu: work carried on
master mechanic, has resigned his
while considerable revenue is derived
FOUND DEAD.
and accepted a place with the
from the land gradually hi ought under
Colorado & Southern, with headquarters at Denver. It is understood at An Old Man's Body Found in a Lonely the influence of i he water impounded
by the first twenty-fivor thirty feet
Cabin.
Topeka that Mr. Paxton is to become
An old man, N. P. Cress, probably of the rock work constructed.
superintendent of motive power and
car department for the Colorado & 70 years old, was found dead in a cabBold Highway Robbery.
in at the Morrison place on the Animas
Southern.
News reac hed the city of a recent
by
Monday.
was
a
He
last
discovered
news
The
of the resignation came
as a great surprise to people of To- young Mexican who had been sent out bold h');hway robbery in Union county,
peka, as Mr. Paxton's family moved to by Miller & Chaves with provisions for bordering Oklahoma.
R. J. Saleh, a wagon peddler, was
Cleburne only two weeks ago, and it their goat herder. The boy immediately victimized
town
to
and
told what he had good Rnglishby four men who spoke
would appear that at that time .Mr. returned
and indifferent Spanish
Paxton was not expecting to go to found. On Tuesday Judge Smith and to
Saleh as he produced his valuables
Colorado, says the Topeka State Jour- Constable Tafoy a went out and brought
in the remains. No marks of violence under the comfortable stare of four
nal.
The robbers
Winchesters.
This is the fourth important Santa were visible, and it is known that some cocked
They relieved
Fe man to resign from the mechanical parties passed the Morrison place late were on horseback.
of goods and money amounting
department within a week. The others last week and saw the old gentleman, Saleh
$1,838.50.
to
They got $225 in cash,
were G. W. Smith, matttr mechanic; who was very sick at the time, but they
a lot of gold and silver filigree JewelC. F. l.ape, division master mechanic; did not report the matter. It is thought
ry and $240 worth of dress patterns.
C. G. Lundholm, general shop foreman, the old man had been dead two or
three days when found. On his per- Saleh was not very happy when they
all of San Bernardino.
It is believed by those who are post- son some papers were found, one of left him, hut he was grateful not to be
ed in Santa Fe affairs that this is but which was a note for $50, dated Octo- killed.
the beginning of important changes ber 16, 1889; it was drawn In favor of
A Good Recommendation.
which are contemplated on the Santa the deceased and bore the signature of
"I have noticed that the sale on
Fe system, especially in connection W. King. It is said that Mr. Cress livChamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tabwith the mech.TnVal depaitment.
ed for a long time on the river, but as lets is almost invariably to those who
A reorganization of this depaitment to relatives none have been heard of. have once used them," says Mr. J. II.
of the road is imminent.
Many old The remains were buried here Tues- Weber, a prominent druggist of Casemployes are likely to be removed or day afternoon. Hillsboro Advocate.
cade, Iowa. What better recommendation could any medicine have than for
people to call for it when again in need
of such a remedy? Try them when
you feel dull after eating, when you
have a bad taste in your mouth, feci
bilious, have no appetite or when
troubled with const ipation, and you
ire certain to he delighted with the
prompt relief which they afford, for
r:. by all druggists.

Pv.ailroad Topics
Charles M. Oi 11. formerly a nurse at
the railway hospital, left for Los An-

geles.
Mr. Hamilton Is the name of the new-maIn the drus department of the railway hospital.
If veu want to kep I ostod on fresh
and Interesting railroad news,
for The. Citizen.
Switchman Jones, who was Injured
at Gallup a few wecls ago. Is getting
along nicely rt the hospital.
Harvey Webber, a shop employe who
was hit on the head by n falling ladder a few days ago, is around among
his friends.
William Eacan, a braUeman who had
his foot mashed at Winslow about two
months ago. Is able to leave the railway hospital.
This afternoon, for the third time.
Tat Kevlll underwent an operation for
aneurism. Drs. Wroth and Cornish assisted Dr. Rus8.
T. J. Helm, traveling passenger
agent for the Penver & Kio Grande,
was a through passenger this morning
from El Paso to Santa Ke.
Mr. Miller, of the Santa Fe surveying corps, is a new patient at the railway hospital, suffering with blood
poisoning in one of ins hands.
passenger coach, incomThe l
is the
bustible and
next thing on the program for both
n

sub-serlb- e

all-stee-

steam

railroad-an-

tiolley cars.

well-know-

n

e

e

J. F. McNally, assistant superintendent of western division of the Santa Fe
Pacific, with headquarters at San Martial, came up from the south on train
No. 22.

T. F. Raeyertz, commercial agent
for the Santa Fe route, was at
gathering such statistics as
may be useful to him. Richard Weth-erel- l
Farm-ingto-

n

drove him to Durango.
The New York state railway statistics show that during last year sixteen
passengers were Killed and 375 Injured
in railroad accidents, while the number of employes killed reached 250 and
the injured 7tiC. During the year
passengers were carried.
Thomas J. Helm, general agent of
the Denver & Rio Grande Railway company at Santa Fe, was at El Paso on
Sunday telling the people of that hustling city that the Santa Fe Central
Railway company will commence construction work at Santa Fe on March 1.
'

The State Journal says: Thursday
the mill completed the job of getting
out the wood for the 450 tank cars
which the mechanical department ordered nearly a year ago. This was
June 15, the first order of 250 being placed on that date, and the second
July 5. It has made business pick up
for this particular department in addition to other heavy orders for woodwork. The order of 300 additional oil
tank cars has been placed with a Chicago company, and Topeka shops will
have no part in their construction.
A railway project about which there
has been very little said has been
quietly pushed lor the last three
months, and its success now seems to
be assured. This is a project to build
an air line from Caldwell, Kan., to
Oklahoma City, passing through the
best portion of the territory, lying between the Santa Fe and Rock Island
lines. The leading spirits in the enterprise are Messrs. Brazel and Hunt,
of Lamont. These gentlemen have
gone to work quietly and have secured
the right of way, and practically every
mile of it was donated. The company
han also secured agreements for
bonuses amounting to about $75,000.
The agreement is that the road is to
be constructed during 1902. Many at
Guthrie believe that it is a Missouri

be-bu- n

Pacific scheme.
In lifting the freight blockade on
the Vandalia main line a remarkable
feat was performed, says a Terre '
Between
Haute, Ind., dispatch.
o'clock Friday evening and midnight
Sunday 191 freight trains were handled
on the main line single track. There
were 4,700 cars. A train left each terminal every seventeen minutes. If
strung together the cars would have
made a train thirty-similes long. In

addition to the freight trains,
passenger trains were handled, and all
without a break in the schedule. Eighfreight trains were handled on
teen
'
miles from here to
the seventy-threIndianapolis at one time on a single
track and without an accident or the
lntenuption of passenger traffic. Receiver Malott sent a telegram of congratulation to Superintendent McKeen.
fifty-tw-

WILLIAM G. NEVIN.
Hie Death Occurred in Los Angeles
Sunday Morning.
Yesterday the Associated Press snt
out biief a count of the death of Genoral Manage r Nevin, at Los, Angeles.
A special to the Denver Republican
from (hat city says:
I cs Angeles. Cal.. Jan. 2(1.
William
Nevin, remial manage! of the
Sr.nta Fe railroad lines west of
lies dead at his home on Garland a vc uue, this city. Foi several
years Mr. Nevin has been a victim of
r eplng paralysis, this malady enforcing a vat at ion that took him to Europe lor treatment.
When Nevin
awoke this morning he greeted his
wile, but suddenly reclining, died in
l.er arn:K without a murmur.
Mr. Nevin leau his business career in Denver in 1 S70. From bill clerk
with the Reading road he finally became Identified with the Santa Fe.
His funeral is set for Tuesday at 2
o'clock. He leaves a wife and two children.
In January, 1901, Mr. Nevin partially
lost the use of his arm, and upon consulting a physician, found that he was
-

.
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Maidenhood
1

Phar-macy-

Farm-ingto-

the

Mr. Dftvti, u E. Capitol St.. Washington.
tnotHrlna
"CrrcwM r th
TPr
hr too prfttiu for them.'
trlcxi. 1

Caaoareta are absorbing It entirely."
Mrs. E. Diion, K lit nore, Cal.
Caaerpt had atranfe effVett In my rane.
took thm for wnitna and ot
of them.
Mr. i.Um Handera, Fox, Mo, tFor
year I had alo uffered fmrc
abont
"1 wm for ii Ion tine tmnhl1 with
my riirht ye enntlnnally water In. Aftr I
ami ratnrrh nf the thmiit. Am
or Canar-ettook
aerond
the
done
the eva
now nstntr rmtran-tfwith pood rmilw and
jot well and has been well ever inre.' Mrs
Mrs,
rm Pit iild I w( II bf rntlnly par-mi.Plowman, 444 Jetala 8t., 8 an Franelaco.
11. K. Yt'uiuant.tTlfl Cham plain Ave., Chicago.
'Ahont a yepir ago I went thronsh a Terr
"I havp nfd Cmritrrn and rnmt
dlfnonlt operation and ulnfe tben a n tie re 1
the;
are wonderful. I recommend them to all
from aerere heedarhen. 1 trlwl 'nearet anfc
my lady friend.
the result waa wonderful, iiod lle
Mrs. J. H. Mayea, Charlton, la.
Mra. Uoaea Leece, Oilman, Colo.
There are many physical disturbances of the bodily functions conT

rl

nected with the change from maidenhood to womanhood, and the
health and wholesome life not only of the bride, the new wife and
prospective mother, but that of the new generation that is to be, depend
upon keeping all operations of the digestive canal regular and natural
with Cascarets Candy Cathartic, the only medicine that will do it
gently yet surely without grip or gripe.
Beat for the BoweU. All druffgtats. toc.Mc, 50c. Never
sold In bulic. The genuine ta'.?U-- stamped CtC. Guarck. Famnle and bookl-anteed to cure or your money
free. Address Sterling kemedy Co., Chca go or N. Y. Ul

caT

1

DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND THE
GREATEST HOSIERY SALE EVER
ATTEMPTED IN TUIS CITY. LEON
U. STERN.
o

Smashing Prices.
We are using a steam hammer for
the process and are suceeding admirably. Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.
Agricultural lands in Deming are unsurpassed for fertility, production of
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
Finest train

Two Sides
Aside from the cheer and
comfort it gives to life

Hunte r

the world;
the distance
around the world; near the
greatest canyon in the world;
best railway meal service In
the world.

Whiskey

Daily, Chicago to
ian Francisco, Los Angeles
and San Diego.

The Charm of Hospitality

goee

one-tent-

In

h

is friendship's pledge
It Is

and the

Tonic of Health.

The

The
California
Limited .
Santa Fe

o-- j

oj
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Wholesale liquor mer- chants, distributors.
West Railroad Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

I'emhig has a magnificent
system.

E. J. Alger, D. D. S.
BLOCK, over Ilfeld Brothers.
Offloe hours: 8 a. m. to 12 p. m.; 1:30 p. m
to o p. m. Automatic telephone No. 462.
Appointments made by mall.
LAWYERS
ARMIJO

barber shop), Harvey dining
car, observation car (with
ladies' parlor).
Rest train or best travelers.
Three days from Chicago,
four days from Atlantic coast
Visit Grand Canyoa of
Arizona en route, now
reached by tall.
Illustrated books
"To California and Rack,"
"Grand Canyon of Arizona,"
ten cents.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.

Dernard 3. Rodey
Albuquerque. N.
ATTOIto
M. Prompt attention given to all business
pertaininK to the profession. Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United States land ofllce.
W. B.

Made of Pure Grape Cream of Tartar.

Safegtfai'Js the foocl

agaibst
ROTAI

DAMka

POt

CO

,

V

akiu
1IU

, HtM

TOM.

Childers
Office

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

117

Gold

avenue; entrance also through Cromwell
block. K. L. Med er. In my absence wll
be found In the office and represent me.
IliiHlness will receive prompt and efficient
attention.
I. M.

Bond

42 P street. N.
V., Washington,
C. I'ensions, lands,
patents, copyrights,I. cavlats, letters patent, trade marks, claims.
William D. Lee

ATTORN

We WiU

A

Tay you

Dollar A Day
I
FOR LIFE
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ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

E. 19th St.,

3

NEW YORK

The ICEBERG
bALLINS,
STEVE

Prop.

We handle the finest line of Liquors
and Cigars
Ail patrons and friends
cordially invited to visit the Iceberg.
South Second street.
109-11-

1

wm. Glaesner,
Tailor.

....

Automatic
2U!t 8011th

StH-on-

'phnc
Street.

l
AUitit-uerqu-

Office,
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

John
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Albuquerque, N.

Crom-

H. Stingle,
Cromwell block

M.

PHYSICIANS
Dr. J. E. Bronson
Homeopathic Physician,
Room 17,
Whiting Block.

B. A. SLEYSTER,
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS 12 14, CROMWELL liLOCK.
Automatic Telephone 174.

J. A. SKINNER
Doi.ler

Mex.

7.

E. W. Dobson
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

574.
V

Otfice, room

Armijo building. Will practice In
all the courts of the territory.
R. W. D. Bryan
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N,
M. Office, First National Hank building.
Frank W. Clancy
ATTORNEY- rooms 2 and S,
N. T. Armijo building, Albuqut-rque- ,
N.M.
N. T.

Pearson Publishing Co.

T5h
43-4-

tha

school

o
MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and mabie Work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard corner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAUIUNO.

Albu-ti:er:u-

M.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
DENTISTS

Drawing room Pullmans,
Buffet smoking car (with

e

o

Co.

Meyers-Ab- el

n

n

la

happy hours.

Wide vestibuled, electric
lighted and luxuriously
equipped.

six-hors- e

wvw

--

Sugar Factories.'
The Hocky Ford, Colo, Enterprise
remarks that It is not strange that
so many localities are wanting sugar
factories when It Is considered that
their value to farming communities
far exceeds that of any other manufacturing enterprise which could be established.

forty-eigh-

d

11

1

Cam-aleo- n

good-size-

Womanhood

and

At the threshold of wedded life with Its cares and responsibilities,
what more appropriate could a bride consider than a box of the medicine that will keep the new family in perfect health.
took O
ft tntnof which
the doctor
rt my If nn1 thry nrr ftn. tolM mmhremiM
hnvMiren (riving then to my children
rnttn rid of la if nthwr
with hct rnnlt."
war than with the knife, nnt I think

ti-- r

O-
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Staple and

it

Fancy Groceries
MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

LIQUORS, CIGARS

206

WEST

RAILROAD AVENUE,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

PIONEER BAKERY

We handle everything in our line
Investments iu Ueming lots will
Distillers Agents
First street
double and treble in one year.
Special distributors Taylor & Williams
BALLINC, BROS., Proprietors.
o
Louisville,
Kentucky
In Deming good safe loans can be
had at better rates than in the old es- 111 H. Kirst St.. Albuquerque, N. M Wedding : Cake : a :
Specialty
tablished towns.
We desire patronage, and we
Misses' and chiblrens dresses just GENTLEMEN!
guarantee
8
baking.
Our selection of over two thousand
received.
Price, VCc to $5. Leon It.
winter samples, comprising all the 207 S. First street, Mbuquerque, N. M.
Stern.
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
suitings, fancy vestings, overcoats
Deming!
Don't overlook it if you
A.
are looking for a sale and paying inand fulldiess suits, are ready for
FIRE INSURANCE
your Inspection. Our tailoring and
vestment.
styles are unexcelled and the prices
Deming, the seat of the new county
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency, Secretary Mutual Building Association
of Luna.
215 South Second street.
Office at J. U. Baldridge's Lumber Yard
tirs-cla8-

E.

WALKER
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...Mrs. F. W. Clancy is visiting friends
In Santa Fe this week.
W. S. Strickler. cashier of the Bank
of Commerce, went home sick this

WILL BUY

PRETTY GOOD MEN'S

A

SHOE MOST ANY WHERE, BUT IT
WILL

BUY

NOT

IN

OTHER

ANY

STORE AS GOOD A SHOE AS WE
OFFER FOR

PRICE.

THIS

OUR

SHOES ARE MADE OF SELECTED

$2.50

BOX CALF OR VICI KID, WITH OAK

SOLES

AND

WEAR.

GUARANTEED

THEY

ARE

ROUND TOES

AND

SENT

GENUINE

WITH EXTENSION

WELTS

AS

HIGHER

MUCH

TO

SOLES

AND REPRE-

STYLE

AS

PRICED GOODS.

THE

AN

IN-

SPECTION WILL PROVE THIS.

Agents for
McCALL BAZAAR
All

morning.
Mrs. Mary Williams went to Santa
Fe this morning to spend a week visiting friends.
No. 2 encountered zero weather out
on the divide this mrnlng and was 3$
minutes late.
A. H. Smith, traveling auditor for
the Santa Fe Pacfilc car service, is in
the city today.
Contractor Anson went to Bernalillo
this morning to commence work on a
warehouse for L. B. Putney.
A. E. Powell, route agent for the
Wells, Fargo Express company, was

Linens and Household Furnishings f
Tliat'ri welcome news f

ing.

good coffee, but Its hard to get good
one time and bad the next. You've
found it so, haven't you? Let ua supply you with our Mocha and Java cofYou will find it good all the time.
and 35 cents a pound. All our
cerles are the same good all the time.
fee.
25

J. L. BRLL &

CO.

Nos. 118 and lzO South Second St.

Special Sale of Felt Shoes
We still have a nice line left and offer them at the following reduced prices:
Ladles' Dongola, Flannel Lined, at $1.25. $1.50, $1.75, choice for 95 cents.
Ladies' Felt and Quilted Slippers. $1, $1.25 and $1.50, choice for 80 cents.
Men's Felt Slippers, $1.25, $1.35, $1.50, all for 95 cents.

Napkins

Half Bleached Table Linen, 54
33c
Inches wide, only
Hotel Linen, 5 different designs to select a good

Hotel Linen Napkins.
Blze,
all linen, regular $1.00 napkin;
January Sale
75c
Half Bleached Linen Napkins,
size, values up to $1.75 per
doz., January Sale price. . .$1.15
Bleached Linen Napkins, 20
qualities to select from; in all

h

60c,

only.42'ac

Table Linen.

bleach-

ed, fine quality, 8 different patterns to choose from, values to
75c, only .
50c
Bleached Table Linens, 62-iwide, regular 65c value; put In
50c
this sale at only
6 pieces Irish Table Linen, all
different patterns and good
weight, C4 to 68 inches wide,
values in this lot to 90c per
yard; Special January Bale
price
75c
Satin Damask Table Linen, 68
to 72 inches wide, in both Irish
and German make, all different
patterns, with napkins to match
any of them, values in this lot
up to $1.35 the yard; Special

Jul!

swamps.
EVERYBODY LIKES

Table Linens

wearer, values to

)

)ui!

Ashenfelter, Oscar
A. Apple and Percy Wilson, of Silver
City, passed up the road for Santa Fe
yesterday.
Wilmot Booth, bookkeeper at Gross,
Kelly & Co.'s, and wife have rented
one of the Tilton cottages on North
Fourth street.
Charles Chadwick, of the sheep and
wool commission business, has returned to the city from a trip to the
Magdalena country.
Messrs. A. B. McMillan and H. F.
Raynolds, attorneys, who were at
Santa Fe on legal matters, returned
to the city last night.
Jacob Loebs, president of the Southwestern Brewery and Ice company, returned to the city last night after a
business trip to Santa Fe.
Mrs. E. O. Henriquez, of Las Vegas,
is spending a few days with heV sister, Mrs. N. T. Armijo, prior to making
an extensive visit in California.
Quite a good sized crowd of Albuquerque citizens will go ud to Santa
Fe tomorrow, to attend the' Inauguration ceremonies of Governor Otero.
Gen. Fred Funston passed through
the city, from San Francisco, night
before last, and la in Kansas City today. He will proceed on to WashingS. M.

i
io)
o
SUM

t

price, a yard

$1.00

widths, styles and qualities to
match any of the linens mentioned above; new patterns;
prices range upwards from $1.25.
Huck Towels, size
blue and red border; each. 8
Huek Towels, size 17x32-inch- ,
14x24-inch-

10c
assorted borders; each
Huck Towels, extra heavy, size
18x36, in all white and 19x36 in
colored border hemmed towels;

choice

12'2C

Bed Spreads and

UI(

x!

Towels
Huek Towels, extra length and
width, actual measurement 28x
regular value 33e; Special price
25o
24x44
Knotted End Fringe
Damask Towels, our regular 35c
towel; January Special
25c
20x39
Hemstitched Damask
Towels, all white linen, regular
60c value; January Special.. 33c

White Counter Panes No. 48,
size; Special at
50c
White Counter Panes No. 64,
Special at
12x4
60c
White Counter Panes, good ordinary weight. No. 63, at.... 75c
White Counter Panes, extra
good weight. No. 75, at
85c
White Counter Panes, extra
weight and size, No. 90, at. $1.00
All the aoove Crochet Spreads
are pearl hemmed and ready for
use. Marseilles Spreads in exceptionally good values; prices
range upwards from $1.25 to

11x4

$5.00.

'oococococooooo
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DRY GOODS.
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Sheets, 90x90... 60c
sizes
,
a fair quality muslin; Special Price, each'
8c

Ready-Mad- e

ot

H

100 dozen Pillow Cases,

36x42-inch-

Muslins and Sheetings

at special reduced prices during
the monui of January.
wide, good quality,

Un-

bleached Muslin
5c
- yard
wide, good quality,
Bleached Muslin
8c
2- - yd. wide,
Unbleached Sheet-

RAILROAD AVENUE,

ing

18c

d

ing

ing
2 ',4

ing
ing

wide Unbleached Sheet20c
wide Bleached
Sheet19c
Sheet-

yd. wide Bleached

21c

.

wide Bleached

Sheet-

,23c

Embroidery Special
1,000 yards of Assorted Embroidery and Insertions, values
up to 15c a yard; your choice of
any in tne lot, a yard
5c

ALBUQUERQUE.

NEW MEXICO.

S
fi

S

5
ff
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MEN'S AND BOYS'
CLOTHING
ALL OF OUR FORMER
$10, $12 and $13 suits, now
$13.50, $14 nn.l $15 suits, now
$1(!.50, $18 and $20 suits, now
$3 and $4 lioys' suits, now
$5 and $) boys' suits, now
$10 and $12 men's overcoats,, now
$13.50 and $15 men's overcoats, now
C5 and 75 cent knee pants, now

$ 8.75

$11.76
$14.75
$ 2.00
$ 3.1)0
$ 8.75

$12.75
$ .50

We have also greatly reduced prices on men's trousers, quoting the $2.50 and $3.00 ones at $1.90 ; the $3.50
and $4.00 kinds at $2.90, and the $5.00 kinds at $3.90.

FURNISHING

MEN'S

I
fc
f

e

GOODS :

All of our broken lines of percale shirts, worth $1.25
and $1.50, go now at
All
... of our broken lines of underwear, ' worth $1.50.
now at
CJ

QCp fZ
vUU

95c

S

ALL OF OUR HATS HAVE BEEN REDUCED

Better Get in Line

IX PRICE TO CLEAR THE DECK FOR SPRING
BUSINESS.

MEN'S SHOES
$1.90
Odds and ends in $2.50 and $3.00 shoes, now
Broken lines and sizes in $3.50 and $1 shoes. . . .$2.90
Clearing sale of Hunan tan and black odd shoes. .$3.90

DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE YOURSELF WITH FIRST CLASS GOODS
AT THESE PRICES, WHICH YOU CAN OXLY
OBTAIN HERE.

coru-pany'ar- e

m

-

WILL TELL THE STORY STILL BETTER.

EVERITT, The Diamond Palace

Edwards

All our sheets made with a
iuch hem on one side and a
inch hem on the other, made
of Pepperell or Mohawk muslin,
for less money than the raw
material will cost.
Ready-Mad- e
Sheets, 54x90... 39c
Ready-Mad- e
Sheets, 63x90. . ,45c
Ready-Mad- e
Sheets, 72x90. . ,49c
Ueady-MadSheets. 81x90. . .55c
1-

2- -

WE AKE STILL HAMMERING DOWN PRICES
FOR OUR GREEN TAG SALE. WE PROPOSE
TO MAKE THESE SALES FAMOUS BY GIVING
RIGGER VALUES EACH SEASON, AND A LOOK
AT THOSE GREEN TAGS IN OUR WINDOWS

Birthday and
Wedding Gifts

y

Ready Made Sheets
and Pillow Cases

HAMMERING!!!!

left-over-

Only $1

204

e

1-

Counterpanes

CITY NEWS.

ii.'J.UUUAVi',

,
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companied the mayor south and after
a few days' sojourn In the famous
Mesil!a valley they will continue their"
trip into Mexico.
ton.
C. E. Dogenect passed through the
Charles Mausard, proprietor of the city this morning in charge of a party
tip, but it is invisible, and you could Mausard's mills, received this morn- of Apaches from the White mountain
Pounding Them Down.
Our little pile driver is at work not pull it off if you tried to. For ing eight car loads of wheat. Mr. Mau- reservation, who are on their way to
pounding down prices and can be men's or women's shoes, 5 cents a sard is doing a big business these attend the commencement exercises
plainly seen in our big window. Our pair at C. May's Popular Priced Shoe days.
of the Carlisle university, at Carlisle,
green tag sale is a big success as a Store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
Swift, of the Swift Packing Pa., wh!ch will occur on the fifth of
Edward
value giver. Simon Stern, the Railo
company, and a party of friends pass- February, after which they expect to
road avenue clothier.
MONEY TO LOAN.
ed through Albuquerque last night, in visit Washington, D. C, and other
On diamonds, watches, etc., or any
important eastern points. The party
good security; also household goods a special coach, bound lor Chicago consisted of Chief Alchesay, Chief
a
to
after
visit
California.
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Skltty, Interpeter Locojien and Indian
Richard Wetherell, manager of the Agent C. E. Dogenect.
Deming has Just been incorporated. Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
Hyde
Exploring
Expedition,
Mr.
with
Subscribe for The Dally Citizen and
The children's and young people's
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue. Benham, is here today. Mr. Wetherell
get the news.
meeting yesterday afternoon at the
Is
limping
reon
around
crutches,
the
Deming, the gateway to the best
Mrs. Albright, the Artist,
Methodist church was well attended
sult of a bad attack of rheumatism.
Vart of Old Mexico.
Is again In her studio, 113 North Third
and very Interesting. Mr. Thompson
All kinds of commercial printing showed a king's robe,
Buy your blankets and comforters street. Parties who wish fine work In
hat, praise-wandof Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue. artistic photography, should call and done at The Citizen office. Bill heads,
etc., and told about the kings
WE HAVE INAUGURATED OUR leave thoir orders for the new carbon letter heads, envelopes, statements, in Africa, and then spoke of Jesus as
PRE-IVENTORY SALE. WITH AN photo, the latest In photographic are. cards, dodgers, etc., in all colors of our king. Services at 4 o'clock. Mr.
EXCEPTIONAL
BARWRAPPER
Ink, promptly executed at this office. Thompson will show
his curios and
o
:
GAIN. ROSEN WALD BROS.
Mrs. Charles C. Poe, of New York speak to the older people Wednesday
Our
Green
Tag
Sales.
Did you ever lose your temper by
City, is here' for the day with Mrs. R.
Remember the service topulling off the ends of your shoe Have become famous. Twice a year we B. Thomas, who is a former school evening.
night
Mr. Allen will give an7:30.
at
way
clean
everything
out
In
of
the
strings when you were in a hurry?
Mrs. Poe has been spending other Bible lecture.
mate.
s
chopped
are
and
prices
in
Use the Congdon patent lace and you two. Simon
Stern, the Railroad ave- the winter on the coast and slopped
Bishop Kendrick arrived in the city
will avoid this. They have a metal nue clothier.
off on her return east.
this morning and is the guest of Rev.
Dr. James Fulton and Dr. M. C. Sin and Mrs. Renison at St. John's rectory.
clair, the former from St. Thomas, On- He will hold confirmation in St. John's
tario, and the latter from Grand Rap- - church on Sunday next and will preach
Ids, Mich., are in the territorial metro- - both morning and evening. The choir
polls, and will probably remain during will give a reception to the bishop at
the balance of the winter.
ihe rectory, 318 Silver avenue, on MonMariano and Jesus B. Armijo, father day evening next. All members of the
and uncle of George Armijo who will church and their friends are cordially
marry Miss Mantlerfleld at Santa Fe Invited, as well as friends and actomorrow, and Abel Perea went up' quaintances of the bishop. A most enBtock
of the
Diamonds, Silverware, Cut Glass, largest
to Santa Fe this morning. Mr. Perea joyable time is anticipated. A musical
finest jewels. Lowest prices.
will act as best man at the marriage. program will be rendered by the choir.
W. D. McFerran, the new local agent
Deming.
Express company, with
of Wells-Fargbeing
Deming
is
talked of everytofamily,
is expected to arrive
bis
attracting
where,
the attention
is
and
night. Their furniture got in yester- she deserves from all quarters.
RAILROAD AVtNUE
In conday, and they will occupy one of the sequence of this great interest and to
Tilton houses, No. 517 West Gold ave- give those interested in this town there
nue.
will be an excursion run from El Paso
H. S. Bogh received a letter from his on the 17th Inst., so that all those in
at the carnival may have
daughter Miss Carrie, who with her attendance
&
an opportunity to see for themselves
way
Allentown,
to
on
are
the
mother
o
this very much talked ol town. An
of
Pa., to spend a few months, stating opportunity will be given those who
ci
cv
that Mrs. Bogh was feeling much take this trip to acquire property here
&
better than when she left here Friday at an exceedingly low figure. This op
o
portunity is not limited to the excurnight.
of
but will be extended to any
sionists,
who
is
operating
C.
Carrera,
Prof. J.
All BOOTH'S WHITE jjj
may wish to bo present at the
who
erf
some good mines in the Virginia disIt will pay
from other towns.
MON- - g trict, near Lordsburg, was here yes- sale,
LAUNDERED
you to be present.
terday, anil left last night for the
o
ARCH and WILSON
Dressmaking.
Grand Canyon of the Colorado to Investigate and report upon some copper
Tlain and fancy dressmaking at 206
BUGS.' SHIRTS, for-- S
North Arno street.
properties out there.
Members of the National Guard
merly 81.25 and $1.50
READ OUR AP. IT'S TIME WELL,
hereby notified that the EM FLO VED. ROSEN WALD BROS.
oi
quarters of the company have been
o'
Fresh Cut Flewerg '
jl
changed to Grant hall on West Rail
erf
THE FLORIST.
IVES,
avenue.
as
will
road
be
The
drill
held
erf
o
erf
usual each Tuesday evening, beginDeming has now a large ice plant
erf
ning at 8 o'clock. J. E. Elder, captain. and electric light system under
erf
erf
In response to the proclamation of
erf
erf
Acting Governor Raynolds. on McKin-leerf
New 'l'lione
day, tomorrow the banks, postof-fice- . Old 'Phone
5a.
schools and other institutions will
erf
Walkover $3.50 Shoes AO be closed out of respect to th marerf
J. W.
o)
McKinley;
tyred president, William
erf
were
Appropriate
exercises
he'd
this
hto
Progressive Mortician and Km
3
afternoon at the schools.
balmer.
SEE WiNDOW DISPLAY, f?
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, who was
Open
day
and
nisiht. Calls are
of
at Thornton yesterday in company
to.
attended
promptly
3erf
with Hon. W. T. McNary and others,
night,
In
came
from
last
north
and
the
11
Ht
Monuments
erf
f Also
Oldest la tno ouir c to continued south to his home at Las
SZJ
N. Second
parlor
Office
and
acMr. McNary and party
Cruces.

p

r the housekeeper, as it will be 8"

thn finest collection of table linens, towels, napkins, sheets and
isheetir p, pillow cases and counterpanes ever seen in city.
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Our Annual Sale of

li

Joe Barnett and Thos. McMahan.
with their guns and dogs, left this
morning on a duck hunt to the La Joya

Filled Same

n.
OS

ft
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MAIL ORDERS

The Economist

15c

UlJ

passenger east this morning.
Roes M. Merrltt is back at his desk
at the Bank of Commerce again after a
few weeks lay off recuperating.
Dr. J. F. Pearce has gone to Fort
Worth. Texas, on professional business. He will return in a few days.
Thomas McOeorge, superintendent
of Bradstreet's local office, is expected
to arrive from tue south in the morn-
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UHY GOODS.

Day aa Received
DRY
IN
OF
GOODS
STOCK
NEW
MEXICO.
THE LARGEST RETAIL

NONE HIGHER

II

a

Attorneys

PATTERNS.
Patterns 10 &

THE ECONUMI9I.

DRY GOOD8.

iSIMON STERN!
i

The Railroad Avenue Clothier
4

44

;;
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Hot Tamalea Every Night.
If you are one of those who need
cod liver oil but have been unable to
Metropolitan (Billy Berry's
At
the
taka It, try Williams' Emulsion. It is place)
hot tamales will be served
far more palatable than the largely advertised emulsions. 117 West Railroad every night. Families wish'ng tamales
can order by telephone.
avenue.

